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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Program Background and Description 

This report contains the key findings, conclusions, and recommendations stemming from the 
independent midterm evaluation of the Better Work Jordan (BWJ) program. In September 2014, 
the United States Department of Labor (USDOL) included Jordan in its global Cooperative 
Agreement (CA) in which USDOL provides funding to the ILO for several BW country 
programs including Bangladesh, Cambodia, Haiti, Lesotho, Nicaragua and Vietnam. The global 
CA allocated $1 million to support ILO’s Better Work Program in Jordan USDOL provided 
additional grants of $900,000 in July 2015 and $1 million in March 2016 bringing the total 
funding amount to $2.9 million. The USDOL grant funding is currently scheduled to end 
December 31, 2017. 

The goal or development objective of BWJ is to support decent work and improve workers’ lives 
in the apparel sector. The BWJ strategy focuses on improving competitiveness of the industry by 
improving compliance with Jordan labor law and the principles of the ILO Declaration on 
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. The BW logic model hypothesizes that compliance 
with international and national labor norms and laws will increase competitiveness and lead to an 
increase in sales and jobs. 

The project intends to achieve the following three outcomes for workers, enterprises, and the 
textile and apparel sector:  

1. An improvement of factory compliance with ILS and NLL.  

2. Help stabilize the garment sector so it contributes to economic and social development. 

3. Establish a viable local entity under national leadership to sustain BWJ services and 
results 

Evaluation Purpose and Methodology 

The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the effectiveness and relevance of the program’s 
current strategies and interventions, as well as to evaluate the potential for the sustainability of 
those interventions and results undertaken by the project to date and identify concrete steps BWJ 
might take to help increase its impact and ensure sustainability. 

The evaluator reviewed project documents, developed data collection instruments, and prepared 
for the fieldwork during the weeks of August 15 and 22. Fieldwork was conducted in Jordan 
from August 21 to September 8. The fieldwork culminated with a presentation and discussion of 
the preliminary findings with key project stakeholders on September 8. The bulk of the data 
analysis and report writing occurred from September 11 to October 3. The final evaluation report 
was submitted to USDOL on November 20, 2016. 

The evaluator interviewed 164 persons representing the key stakeholder groups. The evaluator 
conducted group and individual interviews with factory managers and Performance Improvement 
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Consultative Committee (PICC) worker representatives that account for nearly 70% of the 
interviews. The evaluator interviewed key government and garment sector stakeholders that 
account for 15% of the interviews. The remaining 15% of the interviews were conducted with 
buyers, BWJ staff, and representatives from the ILO, US Embassy, Bangladesh Embassy, and 
USDOL. 

There are a couple of important limitations that should be discussed. First, the scope of the 
evaluation specifies two weeks of fieldwork, which was not enough time to visit the 73 factories 
that are participating in the project. While the evaluator believes the sample of nine factories 
accurately represents the 73 factories participating in BWJ, the views and experiences of the 65 
factories not included in the sample are not represented in the evaluation. Second, the evaluator 
is not entirely certain that interviews with migrant workers were accurately interpreted by non-
professional Sinhalese and Bangla speaking interpreters. 

Key Findings 

Project Design and Performance Monitoring.  

The BWJ project document did not contain a results framework describing the Theory of Change 
and showing the relationships and linkages between objectives and outputs as stipulated in the 
Management Procedures and Guidelines (MPG). In addition, the BWJ performance monitoring 
plan (PMP) does not fully meet the requirements for PMP as stipulated in the MPG because it 
does not include indicator definitions, unit of measure, frequency of data collection, and persons 
or offices responsible for collecting the data. 

On the other hand, the BWJ outcomes and outputs meet the MPG guidance. The Better Work 
Global ((BWG) indicators have been integrated into the BWJ design and PMP and are accurate 
measures of progress towards outputs and outcomes. One issue that should be addressed is that 
Outcome 3 and its outputs and indicators focus on establishing a local entity as BWJ’s 
sustainability strategy. This outcome, outputs, and indicators are no longer valid since BWJ does 
not intend to establish the local entity. 

Expectations and Needs of Key Stakeholders 

Key stakeholders believe that the BW approach consisting of compliance assessments, advisory 
services, and training is highly effective and have helped factories comply with international 
labor standards (ILS) and national labor law (NLL). In particular, the Ministry of Labor (MOL) 
expressed interest in collaborating with BWJ to adapt the BW model and apply it to the Qualified 
Industrial Zones (QIZ).  

It should be noted, however, that government and industry stakeholders do not agree with public 
disclosure. They believe publically disclosing factories that are not complying with ILS and NLL 
would damage the reputation and image of the garment sector in Jordan and have a negative 
impact on investment. The General Trade Union (GTU), on the other hand, supports public 
disclosure. The GTU believes that factories that do not comply with ILS and NLL should be 
named and eventually closed if they do not comply. 
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The government and industry stakeholders believe the BWJ Buyers’ Forum is an effective 
mechanism to create linkages between factories and buyers. They recommend inviting more 
buyers, which provide more opportunities for factories to increase orders and grow. They also 
recommend expanding the Buyers’ Forum to include buyers from Europe within the context of 
the Europe Union’s (EU) relaxing the rules of origin (ROO) initiative. 

The Chamber of Industry and the Jordan Garment, Apparel, and Textile Export Association 
(JGATE) believe that BWJ should do more to increase the number of Jordanians employed in the 
garment sector. They suggested training centers to attract and prepare Jordanians for 
employment in the sector. They also believe BWJ should play a proactive role in addressing non-
compliance or ameliorating issues such as conditions that could lead to strikes and work 
stoppages. 

Overall, factory managers believe the compliance assessment reports are accurate but do not 
agree with all of the findings. They believe that NLL, which the BW assessment is based on, is 
outdated and contributes to distortions. An example is the numbers of medical and occupational 
safety and health (OSH) specialists required by NLL that managers believe is excessive. Factory 
managers also believe that the reports do not give factories credit for addressing non-compliance. 
Some believe BWJ should translate the reports to Arabic and provide cross-culture training for 
workers and supervisors. 

Co-workers, with the support of the GTU, have elected the majority of PICC worker 
representatives. The role of the worker representatives appears to be limited to identifying issues 
or problems in the workplace and bringing them to the attention of factory management. In most 
cases, they are not involved in developing the improvement plans. The most serious problems 
noted are verbal harassment by supervisors and poor quality of food. Language also hinders the 
PICCs since worker representatives speak several languages including Arabic, Bangla, 
Sinhalese, Hindi, and Nepali. 

There is confusion regarding GTU membership. Approximately 30% to 40% of migrant workers 
interviewed did not realize they belonged to the GTU and were having JD .50 deducted from 
their wages for membership dues. Other migrant workers are aware that they are members of the 
GTU but believe they were not given an option of not joining. The majority of Jordanian workers 
interviewed knew they were members of the GTU and say they had the option of joining. Part of 
the confusion might be attributed to the lack of GTU capacity to communicate with migrant 
workers in their native language. 

Virtually all workers that were interviewed or observed own a mobile phone and have a 
Facebook or other social media account. Workers use their Facebook accounts to communicate 
with family and friends. Social media platforms such as Facebook could provide an 
unprecedented opportunity to communicate with and disseminate key labor-related information 
to workers.  

Progress and Effectiveness  

The Project Advisory Committee (PAC) members believe that the committee is not as effective 
as it could be. They believe it should meet every month instead of every three to four months. 
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They also believe the committee should be more involved in decision-making and develop 
mechanism to monitor decisions and actions steps to ensure they are implemented. Similarly, the 
GTU believes the PICCs are largely ineffective because worker representatives are intimidated 
by management. Factory managers, on the other hand, believe the PICCs are effective and have 
contributed to social dialogue. 

In July 2016, the EU and Jordan signed a 10-year agreement stipulating “relaxed” ROO. One of 
the conditions of the agreement is that 15% of the workers in any factory that would export to the 
EU should be Syrians. The target is to employ 2,000 Syrian refugees in the Jordanian garment 
sector. Syrian refugees appear not to be interested in formal employment because they are 
concerned that they might lose benefits from United Nations High Commission on Refugees 
(UNHCR) and the possibility to migrate to Europe or the United States. Some refugees believe 
they can earn more in the informal sector. 

Efficiency and Use of Resources 

When compared to other BW country programs, BWJ is efficient in terms of the number of 
factories an Economic Advisor (EA) covers, the number of assessments conducted by an EA, 
and the percent of factories that receive a report on time. BWJ’s cost recovery rate is 37%, which 
is between the large and small BW countries. The BWJ budget is slightly overspent by about 6%. 
Outcome 1 is underspent by 9% while Outcome 2 is overspent by about 11%. Outcome 3 is not 
budgeted because BWJ has decided it is not feasible to establish a local entity. However, it will 
need resources to implement a new sustainability strategy. In addition to the outcomes, the 
international and national line items are overspent by 18% and 32%, respectively, which is high 
and should be managed. 

Management Arrangements 

The current staffing structure appears adequate to serve the factories currently enrolled in the 
BWJ program. If the relaxing of the ROO increases the number of factories that subscribe to 
BWJ, the number of EAs and possibly support staff would have to be increased. Furthermore, if 
the ILO decides to apply the BW model to other sectors that would export to Europe under the 
agreement, the BWJ Program Manager and staff would be overstretched. BWG would need to 
hire additional staff and restructure the program. While the BWJ Program Manager is satisfied 
with the level of support he receives from BWG and USDOL, he would, however, like to have 
more frequent visits from USDOL as well as quarterly telephone calls to discuss the main points 
in the Technical Progress Reports (TPRs). 

Impact Orientation 

The heart and soul of the BW Theory of Change is that improving compliance with ILS and NLL 
will improve the lives of workers. However, an analysis of BWJ compliance assessment findings 
did not demonstrate sustained improvement in non-compliance. The average non-compliance 
rates for the majority of compliance areas do not demonstrate a sustained downward trend as 
might be expected. BWJ staff and key stakeholders believe the average non-compliance rates 
have not demonstrated a sustained downward trend for several reasons. One is outdated labor 
law, changing BWG guidance on assessing factories against NLL for disabilities, and the 
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collective bargaining agreement (CBA), which requires factories to abide by a range of new 
provisions that some are struggling to implement. Nevertheless, government and industry 
stakeholders as well as workers believe that non-compliance in factories has significantly 
improved as a result of BWJ interventions. 

Sustainability 

BWJ developed a sustainability strategy in 2009 that focused on establishing a local entity. 
However, BWJ eventually decided that a local entity could not generate sufficient resources to 
continue to operate. In addition, key stakeholders opine that BWJ should remain a part of the 
ILO BWG program to more effectively leverage political support. An analysis of revenue and 
expenses support this view. The analysis suggests that BWJ would not be able to recover more 
than 45% of its operational expenses and, thus, would require at least 55% or approximately 
$700,000 of funding to remain operational.  

Although BWJ does not have a current written sustainability strategy and plan, it is pursuing a 
four pronged approach. The first is to increase revenue while decreasing costs, which would 
improve the cost recovery rate and hopefully make BWJ more attractive to donors. The second is 
to build the capacity of the MOL to conduct more effective labor inspections and implement key 
BW tools. The third is to build the capacity of the GTU to more effectively communicate with 
and serve workers. The fourth is to build the capacity of the employers’ associations to 
effectively promote the Jordan garment sector globally. 

Recommendations 

1. BWJ should develop an updated sustainability strategy that is built on its efforts to (1) 
increase revenue and decrease expenses; (2) build the capacity of the MOL to improve the 
quality of its inspections of the garment factories; (3) build the capacity of the GTU to 
effectively communicate with and address the needs of migrant workers and use a training of 
trainer (TO) approach to reach workers with labor rights information: and (4) build the capacity 
of employer’s associations to promote the Jordan garment sector globally. BWJ should also 
consider a strategy to transfer BW tools and skills (as appropriate) to the 25 labor inspectors 
responsible for the QIZs through a series of workshops and joint factory visits where labor 
inspectors initially shadow EAs and later conduct joint assessments, advisory visits, and selected 
trainings with the EAs. Finally, BWJ should develop a strategy to attract new donors since it will 
require donors to provide approximately 50% to 60% of its operational resources.  

2. BWJ should work with the USDOL Grants Officer Representative and Monitoring and 
Evaluation Coordinator to revise Outcome 3, the PMP, and budget to reflect the new 
sustainability strategy. Outcome 3 and its outputs and activities currently refer to establishing a 
local entity while most of the indicators for Outcome 3 in the PMP measure progress towards 
establishing the local entity. The BWJ output-based budget does not have amounts budgeted for 
Outcome 3. BWJ should use the new sustainability strategy to develop a revised Outcome 3 
along with outputs and activities. It should also develop a new set of indicators and targets and 
allocate funds in the budget for the revised Outcome 3 that would focus on sustainability. BWJ 
should also revise Outcome 2 that would involve deleting Outcome 2.5 (Worker Center) and 
making the corresponding changes to the PMP and budget. 
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3. BWJ should validate the information in the PMP before submitting to USDOL. The evaluator 
noted missing information in some cases and inconsistencies between the PMP and information 
provided by BWG. For future submissions of the TPR/PMP, BWJ should (1) ensure that targets 
are set for all indicators; (2) include compliance rates for those indicators for Outcome 1; (3) 
include the changes in trainee knowledge for those indicators for Outcome 1 once surveys are 
conducted; (4) confirm the number of buyer partners and buyers that contribute to BWJ training 
and technical services and clarify whether these are cumulative or non-cumulative indicators; (5) 
and ensure that the financial indicators such as revenue, cost per worker, and cost recovery rates 
are accurate and consistency with the BWG data for these indicators. 

4. BWJ should continue to empower the PAC to increase its effectiveness and create ownership 
among the key stakeholders. The goal should be to evolve the PAC from an advisory committee 
to one that is more involved in key decisions. An empowered PAC should help increase the 
effectiveness of the BWJ program and support its sustainability. The PAC empowerment process 
should involve increased decision-making, developing an effective mechanism for monitoring or 
tracking key decisions and action steps identified by the PAC, and more frequent PAC meetings 
(monthly). 

5. BWJ should continue to strengthen existing PICCs and help establish and facilitate them in 
those factories that do not yet have PICCs. One way to strengthen the PICCs would be for BWJ 
to increase the participation of worker representatives through additional PICC training. The 
training might focus on ways factory management can allow and encourage worker 
representatives to review the results of the compliance assessments, participate in the 
development of the improvement plans, and address non-compliance issues. Another way to 
strengthen the PICCs would be to develop an effective mechanism to communicate to workers 
on how the PICC is addressing non-compliance. One possible mechanism is social media, which 
is discussed in more detail under Recommendation #10. 

6. USDOL should continue to persuade key government and industry stakeholders in Jordan to 
support public reporting or disclosure. BWG anticipates that by the end of 2016, all factories 
participating in the BW country programs, including Jordan, will have their names and 
compliance findings reported on a website. BWG is promoting public disclosure because 
research shows that it increases compliance across the sector, improves the sector’s reputation, 
and helps factories retain buyers. It also helps the labor ministries focus scarce resources on 
inspections and remediation. BWJ envisions reporting on the core international labor standards, 
wages, worker safety, social dialogue, fire safety, and worker accommodation. 

7. BWJ should work with the MOL, GTU, and JGATE to clarify GTU membership and payment 
of fees and communicate this to workers and factory managers. Some workers are not aware that 
they belong to the GTU and that fees are deducted from their wages. Other workers believe that 
GTU membership is obligatory. Article 3 on Union Membership in the CBA states that any 
employee has the right to become a member of the GTU, which would suggest the worker has an 
option to join the union. Article 9 on Deductions, however, states that enterprises shall deduct 
monthly membership dues in the amount of JD .50 and them in the union’s bank account. Article 
9 seems to suggest membership is automatic. Once BWJ, MOL, GTU, and JGATE clarify 
Articles 3 and 9 in the CBA, they should develop a clear statement on union membership and 
fees and communicate it consistently to workers. 
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8. USDOL should discuss and reach an agreement with BWG on the use of BWJ personnel to 
enter new sectors. BWG is in the process of developing a plan for BWJ to enter into new sectors 
covered by the EU-Jordan agreement that will relax the ROO for Jordanian products exported to 
EU countries. In addition, BWJ has helped oversee a study that mapped high potential sectors 
that would be candidates to enter. At the same time, USDOL’s expectation is that full-time BWJ 
personnel charged to the USDOL grant should be dedicated 100% to the project. If BWG decides 
to move forward with a plan to expand BWJ to other sectors, BWG and USDOL should be clear 
if and how BWJ personnel charged to the USDOL grant would be used and the affect it might 
have on achieving the project’s objectives. 

9. USDOL should review the output-based budget allocations and expenditure rates with BWG 
and decide if any adjustments should be made during the last year of the project, which is 
schedule to end in December 2017. Potential topics for discussion would include sustainability, 
personnel, and BWG support. The current budget does not include funds for Outcome 3, which is 
the sustainability objective. If a new sustainability strategy is developed (Recommendation # 1), 
it will require funds.  

10. USDOL Grants Officer Representative should organize quarterly telephone calls with the 
BWJ Program Manager and the USDOL Monitoring and Evaluation Coordinator, as appropriate, 
to discuss project advances, challenges, and current events in the country that might affect 
implementation. The telephone calls should be scheduled to correspond with the receipt of the 
TPRs, which can be used to drive the conversation. USDOL might also use the conversation to 
discuss the budget and expenditure rates as well as the progress on meeting targets, entering new 
sectors under the relaxing ROO agreement and any effect it is having on project implementation. 

11. BWJ should develop a strategy to use social media to disseminate information to workers 
and transfer the strategy to key stakeholders including the MOL, JGATE, GTU, and PICCs. 
Virtually all workers have a mobile telephone and use social media to communicate with family 
and friends. The most popular social media platforms are Facebook and WhatsApp. The BWJ 
communications specialist or another social media consultant could help convert important 
information to platform friendly content that is fun to read in workers’ languages. Information 
that could be communicated includes the CBA, labor rights, labor law amendments, compliance 
assessment results, PICC improvement plans, and PICC election procedures (for those factories 
in the process of establishing PICCs). Once the social media strategy is developed and tested, it 
should be transferred to key stakeholders so it can be sustained. 
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I. CONTEXT AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

1.1. Jordan Garment Sector 

Until 1996, garment manufacturing in Jordan focused on national and regional markets. In 1996, 
Jordan and the United States signed the Qualified Industrial Zones (QIZ) agreement that allowed 
products manufactured in Jordan, Israel, Egypt, or West Bank and Gaza to enter the United 
States duty free. In 2010, Jordan and the United States signed a Free Trade Agreement (FTA) 
that continued preferential duty free and quota free status for products manufactured in Jordan. 
These agreements have helped Jordan develop a competitive export garment industry. 

The garment industry accounts for nearly 18% of the country’s total exports. Garment exports, 
mostly to the United States, exceeded USD 1.5 billion in 2015, representing an increase of 
almost 10% over 2014. According to the Jordan Garment, Accessories, and Textiles Export 
Association (JGATE), exports for 2016 is expected to reach USD 1.5 billion. There are currently 
76 garment factories operating in Jordan that employ approximately 60,000 workers. Nearly 70% 
of these workers are female. 

A unique characteristic of the garment sector in Jordan is its dependence on migrant workers. 
After Jordan and the United States signed the QIZ agreement in 1996, garment enterprises 
started to establish operations in Jordan. Due to a shortage of skilled and interested Jordanians, 
the garment enterprises recruited migrant workers, primarily from South Asia, with garment 
sector experience. Therefore, approximately 75% of the 60,000 garment sector workers are 
migrant workers from Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, India, and Nepal. 

1.2. Better Work 

Better Work (BW) is a global collaborative arrangement between International Labour 
Organization (ILO) and the International Finance Corporation (IFC) that is intended to assist 
garment sector enterprises to comply with international labor standards and national labor law. 
BW believes that enterprises that comply with international labor standards and national labor 
laws are more effectively positioned to compete in international markets where compliance is 
important to buyers. Currently, the ILO is implementing BW in Bangladesh, Cambodia, Haiti, 
Indonesia, Jordan, Nicaragua, and Vietnam. 

The BW approach to compliance consists of three major pillars. These include the compliance 
assessment, advisory services, and training services that are explained below. 

Compliance Assessments. The compliance assessment uses a data collection instrument 
referred to as the Compliance Assessment Tool (CAT). The CAT consists of two primary 
categories: international labor standards (ILS) and national labor codes and laws. The ILS 
includes child labor, discrimination, forced labor, and freedom of association and collective 
bargaining. The national labor law (NLL) category includes compensation, contracts and 
human resources, OSH, and working time. These eight areas are further divided into 39 
specific compliance points. There are 250 questions on the CAT that require collecting and 
triangulating data from documents (i.e. contracts, payroll, timesheets), observation (i.e. toilets, 
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alarms, lighting, seating, use of personal protective gear), and interviews with workers, 
supervisors, and management. A team of two BW Economic Advisors (EAs) administers the 
CAT over a two-day period. The compliance assessments are unannounced.  

BW uses the results from the compliance assessments to produce the compliance assessment 
reports. In addition to the factory level reports, BWG produces and publishes annual synthesis 
reports for all participating countries. The report calculates average non-compliance rates for 
those factories participating in the program. BWG has produced seven annual synthesis 
reports for Jordan. 

Advisory Services. The BW EAs provide advisory services to factories based on the results of 
the compliance assessment. One of the most important structures is the Performance 
Improvement Consultative Committees (PICCs). The PICCs are responsible for developing, 
implementing, and monitoring plans to address areas of non-compliance identified during the 
enterprise assessments. The PICCs, which consist of management and worker representatives, 
also aim to improve social dialogue in the workplace and promote workplace cooperation. 
BW provides guidance on how to form the committees and conduct elections to select worker 
representatives. 

Training. Based on the improvement plan, BW provides a range of trainings to the PICCs, 
factory managers, supervisors, and workers. The training consists of supervisory skills, 
occupational safety and health, human resource management, worker life skills, union 
capacity building, and HIV/AIDS prevention in certain countries. 

BWG has initiated a dialogue with key industry stakeholders to introduce public reporting. 
Public reporting would consist of listing factories along with their performance on approximately 
25 key issues on the BWG website. The 25 key issues would stem from the findings from the 
BW compliance assessments. According the BWG, the increased transparency would highlight 
factory progress and accelerate improvements, which would allow factories making the most 
improvements to differentiate themselves in the marketplace. Currently, BW programs in 
Cambodia and Haiti have implemented public reporting while Bangladesh is beginning the 
process. Key government and industry stakeholders in Jordan believe that public reporting could 
damage the sector’s reputation and are, therefore, opposed to the idea. This is discussed in more 
detail in the findings under stakeholder needs and expectations (Section 3.2) 

1.3. Better Work Jordan 

In 2006, the National Labor Committee (NLC) published a report criticizing the garment sector’s 
work conditions in Jordan.1 The report called attention to poor working conditions and violations 
of workers’ labor rights. The Governments of Jordan and the United States requested the ILO to 
establish the BW program in Jordan to help ensure compliance with ILS and NLL. As a result, 
BWJ started its operation in 2008-2009. 

                                                
1 http://www.globallabourrights.org/reports/the-good-the-bad-and-the-ugly-report-on-the-national-labor-committee-
and-united-steelworkers-of-america-delegation-to-jordan 
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The United States Agency for International Development (USAID) funded BWJ from 2009 to 
2014. In September 2014, the United States Department of Labor (USDOL) included Jordan into 
its global Cooperative Agreement (CA) in which USDOL provides funding to the ILO for 
several BW country programs including Bangladesh, Cambodia, Haiti, Lesotho, Nicaragua and 
Vietnam.2 The global CA allocated $1 million to support ILO’s Better Work Program in Jordan.3 
USDOL provided additional grants of $900,000 in July 2015 and $1 million in March 2016 
bringing the total funding amount to $2.9 million. The USDOL grant funding is currently 
scheduled to end December 31, 2017. 

The goal or development objective of BWJ is to support decent work and improve workers’ lives 
in the apparel sector. The BWJ strategy focuses on improving competitiveness of the industry by 
improving compliance with Jordan labor law and the principles of the ILO Declaration on 
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. The BW logic model hypothesizes that compliance 
with international and national labor norms and laws will increase competitiveness and lead to an 
increase in sales and jobs. 

The project intends to achieve three outcomes for workers, enterprises, and the textile and 
apparel sector. These outcomes include: (1) an improvement of factory compliance with ILS and 
NLL; (2) help stabilize the garment sector so it contributes to economic and social development; 
and (3) establish a viable local entity under national leadership to sustain BWJ services and 
results. The BWJ outcomes and outputs are summarized below in Table 1. 

Table 1: Better Work Jordan Outcomes and Outputs 

Outcomes and Outputs 

Outcome 1: BWJ’s assessment, advisory and training services have been a driver of change towards 
higher compliance with national labor law and international labor standards. 
1. Assessment services are maintained and adjusted in order to effectively influence compliance with 

national and international labor standards. 
2. Advisory services are adjusted to achieve greater impact.  
3. Training services are diversified and strengthened to achieve greater impact.  
4. The quality of BWJ core services meets BW quality standards and best practice. 

Outcome 2: BWJ has extended its impact beyond the factory level so that the industry becomes more 
stable in the long-term and contributes more to the Jordanian economy and society. 
1. Social dialogue and sound industrial relations are promoted at the sectoral level.   
2. The capacities of the MOL inspectors are strengthened.  
3. Stakeholders’ efforts to implement National Strategy for the Jordanian Garment Industry are 

facilitated. 
4. Lessons learned and knowledge of governance gaps are brought into public and private sector 

policy debates. 
5. The institutionalization of the association of workers’ centers is promoted. 

                                                
2 Better Work Lesotho is in the process of closing and is no longer operational. 
3 USDOL provided two grants of $500,000 in FY 2014. 
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Outcome 3: BWJ has been transformed into a viable local entity under national leadership, supervised 
by the ILO. 
1. BWJ’s cost recovery is maximized.  
2. The commitment of local stakeholders to support a localized BWJ program is secured.  
3. The necessary systems are in place to ensure smooth functioning of the independent entity.  
4. Staff, management and Board members have acquired the necessary competencies, commitment, 

and structure for high performance after transition. 

As described previously, the heart of the BW strategy is independent enterprise assessments and 
enterprise advisory and training services (Outcome 1). The assessments are intended to identify 
areas where enterprises are not complying with ILS or NLL while the advisory services and 
training are designed to help the enterprises become compliant. In turn, the enterprises typically 
use the BW Supply Chain Tracking and Remediation Tool (STAR) to demonstrate compliance 
performance and corrective actions to their international buyers. 

BWJ works closely with national program stakeholders through different committees. At the 
national level, the Project Advisory Committee (PAC) provides guidance and advice on program 
implementation and key issues relating to labor compliance, industrial relations, and industry 
competitiveness. The PAC members include representatives from the labor and trade ministries, 
textile exporters and employers’ associations, and trade union. 

In 2010, the GOJ made it mandatory for factories exporting to the United States and Israel to 
participate in the BWJ program. Currently, 73 factories are participating. These include 35 
factories that export directly to the United States and Israel, 26 subcontracting factories, and 12 
Satellite Factories. Only three factories are not participating in BWJ, which include one 
subcontracting factory and two Satellite Factories. The Satellite Factory concept is a project that 
the GOJ initiated with garment companies to establish factories in or near communities with high 
female unemployment.4 The goal is to increase economic independence and employment among 
Jordanian women.  

                                                
4 Satellite Factories are established by the primary exporting factories. Satellite Factories is explained in more detail 
in Section 3.3.5. 
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II. EVALUATION PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Evaluation Purpose 

This evaluation of the BWJ project is occurring three years after the final evaluation of the 
USAID-funded Phase 1 of the program and more than one year before the current grant funding 
from USDOL ends. The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the effectiveness and relevance of 
the program’s current strategies and interventions, as well as to evaluate the potential for the 
sustainability of those interventions and results undertaken by the project to date and identify 
concrete steps BWJ might take to help increase its impact and ensure sustainability.5 

2.2. Methodology 

The evaluation used primarily qualitative data collection methods. Quantitative data were also 
obtained from project documents and reports, to the extent that they were available and 
incorporated into the analysis. Data collection methods and stakeholder perspectives were 
triangulated, where possible, to increase the credibility and validity of the results. The interview 
process incorporated flexibility to allow for additional questions, ensuring that key information 
was obtained. A consistent protocol was followed during each interview. 

Evaluation Schedule. The evaluator reviewed project documents, developed data collection 
instruments, and prepared for the fieldwork during the weeks of August 15 and 22. Fieldwork 
was conducted in Jordan from August 21 to September 8. The fieldwork culminated with a 
presentation and discussion of the preliminary findings with key project stakeholders on 
September 8. The bulk of the data analysis and report writing occurred from September 11 to 
October 3. The final evaluation report was submitted to USDOL on November 20, 2016. The 
complete schedule of evaluation activities appears in the TOR Annex A. 

Data Collection and Analysis. As noted previously, USDOL and the ILO developed a list of 
evaluation questions that served as the basis for the evaluation. The questions were used to 
develop guides and protocols for the key informant interviews and document reviews. The 
master key informant interview guide is listed in Annex B. The following methods were 
employed to gather primary and secondary data. 

Document Reviews. The evaluator read a variety of project documents and other reference 
publications. These documents included the project documents, technical progress reports, work 
plans, performance monitoring plans, and trip reports. Annex C shows the complete list of 
documents that were reviewed. 

Key Informant Interviews. The evaluator conducted 40 individual and group interviews with 
USDOL, ILO, Government of Jordan, employer associations, factories, buyers, and trade union 
representatives. A total of 164 persons were interviewed during these individual and group 
interviews. A complete list of the interviewees appears in Annex D. 

                                                
5 The Terms of Reference for this evaluation. See Annex A. 
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The document reviews and key informant interviews generated a substantial volume of raw 
qualitative data. The evaluator used qualitative data analysis methods, including matrix analysis, 
to categorize, triangulate, synthesize, and summarize the raw data captured from the interview 
notes. The results of the data analysis provided tangible blocks of information, which the 
evaluator used to write the evaluation report. The data analysis was driven by the evaluation 
questions in the TOR. 

Sampling Methodology. The evaluator used a purposeful, non-random sampling methodology 
to select the interviewees. Table 2 summarizes the populations interviewed, the interviewing 
methodology, the sample size, and characteristics of the sample. 

Table 2: Population, Methodology, Sample size, and Sample Characteristics 
Population Method Sample Size Sample Characteristics 

USDOL Group interview 3 (2 F, 1 M) International Relations Officers 

US and Bangladesh 
Embassies 

Individual 
interviews 2 (2 F) US Embassy Economic Officer and Bangladesh 

Embassy Labor Officer 

ILO Jordan Individual 
interview 1 (M) ILO Jordan Country Coordinator 

Better Work Global Individual 
interviews 1 (M) BWG Manager responsible for Jordan 

Better Work Jordan Individual and 
group interviews 12 (9 F, 3 M) BWJ Program Manager, Enterprise Advisors and 

Training Officer 

Ministry of Labor Individual and 
group interviews 11 (3 F, 8 M) Director of Inspections and labor inspectors 

Ministry of Industry 
and Trade Group interview 2 (2 M) Head of Business Environment Development and 

Quality Industry Zones 

Jordan Chamber of 
Industry Group interview 4 (1 F, 3 M) General Secretary for Garment and Textile sector 

and staff 

JGATE Group interview 3 (1 F, 2 M) JGATE board of directors 

General Trade Union Individual 
interviews 3 (2 F, 1 M) President and staff of General Trade 

Union/Garment Sector 

Garment Factories Individual and 
group interviews 33 (8 F, 25 M) Human resource directors and compliance managers 

at 8 factories  

PICC Group interviews 90  (60 F, 30 M) PICC worker representatives in 8 factories 

Buyers Individual 
interviews 9 (6 F, 3 M) Compliance managers and corporate social 

responsibility managers from 9 brands 

Total Interviewed 174  

The evaluator interviewed 174 persons representing the key stakeholder groups. The stakeholder 
interviewees included 94 females and 80 males. The evaluator conducted group and individual 
interviews with factory managers and PICC worker representatives that account for nearly 70% 
of the interviews. Sixty-seven percent of the PICC members were female while 76% of factory 
managers were male. The evaluator interviewed key government and garment sector 
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stakeholders that account for 15% of the interviews. The remaining 15% of the interviews were 
conducted with buyers, BWJ staff, and representatives from the ILO, US Embassy, Bangladesh 
Embassy, and USDOL. 

Limitations. The scope of the evaluation specifies two weeks of fieldwork, which was not 
enough time to visit the 73 factories that are participating in the project. The evaluator selected a 
purposive sample of 10 factories based on criteria that included those who have embraced the 
project and those who have not. During fieldwork, two factory visits were cancelled due to 
logistics problems. While the evaluator believes the sample of factories accurately represents the 
73 factories participating in BWJ, the views and experiences of the 65 factories not included in 
the sample are not represented in the evaluation. 

An important limitation that deserves discussion is communication during the interviews with 
key stakeholders. The evaluator used professional Arabic interpreters for interviews with the 
labor inspectors, trade union representatives, and Jordanian workers. The evaluator believes 
these interviews were accurately interpreted. He used non-professional Sinhalese and Bangla 
speaking interpreters for interviews with migrant workers from Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, India, 
and Nepal. He is less certain about the accuracy of the interpretation during these interviews. 
Furthermore, the Sinhalese and Bangla interpreters also interpreted for Indian and Nepalese 
speaking workers in Hindi. While the interpreters and workers speak some degree of Hindi, it is 
not their primary language.6 

It should also be noted that this evaluation is not a formal impact assessment. The findings for 
the evaluation were based on information collected from background documents and the key 
informant interviews. The accuracy of the evaluation findings are predicated on the integrity of 
information provided to the evaluator from these sources and the ability of the evaluator to 
triangulate this information. Furthermore, the sample of factories and PICCs was purposive 
based on selection criteria. Since the sample was non-random and not statistically significant, the 
results of the interviews cannot be generalized to the entire population of factories or PICCs. 

                                                
6 A professional interpreter is defined as someone who has been professionally trained in interpretation and earns 
income from providing these services. A non-professional interpreter is someone who is fluent in the languages 
being interpreted but has not been professionally trained. 
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III. FINDINGS 

The following findings are based on the review of key project documents and interviews 
conducted during the fieldwork phase of the evaluation and telephone interviews conducted after 
the fieldwork phase. The findings address the key questions listed in the TOR and are presented 
according to the major evaluation categories: project design and performance monitoring; 
relevance to the situation and the needs and expectations of key stakeholders; progress and 
effectiveness; efficiency and use of resources; management arrangements; impact orientation; 
and sustainability. 

3.1. Project Design and Performance Monitoring 

The following section reviews the USDOL requirements for project design and the performance 
monitoring plans (PMP) as stipulated in the Management Procedures and Guidelines (MPG) and 
compares them to the BWJ project design and PMP. Based on the comparisons; observations are 
made regarding the effectiveness of the project design and PMP. 

3.1.1. MPG Guidance on Project Design and Performance Monitoring 

USDOL provides project guidance in its MPG document. The MPG requires USDOL grantees to 
use a Results Framework (RF). The RF is a tool that depicts the project hypotheses, which is the 
logical sequence of cause-and-effect events that include activities, outputs, outcomes, and the 
overall goal. The following table provides the definitions used in the MPG. 

Table 3: MPG Definitions for Key Project Design Terms 
Hierarchy Description 

Development 
Objective 

The higher aspiration that the project’s outcomes contribute to but are not 
expected to attain. 

Immediate 
Objective 

Immediate objectives are outcomes or results that represent 
changes/improvements in policies, knowledge, skills, and behaviors or practices 
that managers are expected to accomplish. The immediate objectives should 
make a significant contribution to the project’s development objective.  

Sub Immediate 
Objectives 

In certain cases, the project designer may decide to include an additional 
hierarchy at the immediate objective level. This might include, for example, 
practices or behaviors that lead to a change in policy and system. 

Outputs The outputs are the specific products, services, or systems that achieve the 
immediate objectives or outcomes. The project is responsible for producing 
outputs, which are tied to specific activities and budget resources. 

Activities Activities are the specific actions that the project executes to produce outputs. 

Figure 1 shows the USDOL RF that includes the relationships between the outputs, immediate 
objectives, and development objective. As noted previously, the results framework serves as the 
project’s logic model of how outputs achieve outcomes and how outcomes contribute to the 
project’s intended impact. 
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Figure 1: USDOL Results Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USDOL also provides guidance on performance monitoring in the MPG. Specifically, the MPG 
requires grantees to include the PMP with the project document. Table 4 shows the PMP format 
that consists of the performance indicator, definitions for terms used in the indicator along with 
the unit of measure, the data source, data collection methodology, frequency of data collection 
and the person or office responsible for data collection. 

Table 4: Sample of Performance Monitoring Plan from the MPG 
Performance 

Indicator 
Indicator Definition and 

Unit of Measure 
Data Source Method/Approach 

to Data Collection 
Data Acquisition 

Schedule/ 
Frequency 

Responsible 
Office 

Immediate Objective 1: 
      

3.1.2. BWJ Project Design and PMP Analysis 

Project Design 

The CA states that the ILO “must develop country-specific project documents for each country in 
which Better Work programs are initiated in cooperation with USDOL, which will be 
incorporated into this cooperative agreement. The project document(s) will include a detailed 
budget, results framework, performance monitoring plan, and work plan, in accordance with the 
agreed upon objectives.” In October 2014, the ILO submitted the BWJ project document that 
included the logical framework and detailed budget. BWJ subsequently submitted the 
performance-monitoring plan and workplan and submits updates on these documents 
periodically. BWJ did not, however, submit a results framework that lays out the theory of 
change as well as the causal relationships between outputs, outcomes, and the development 
objective as required by the MPG. 

To determine the extent to which the project design meets the MPG project design criteria 
described in Table 3, the evaluator used the outcomes and output statements that BWJ reports on 
in the technical progress reports (TPRs). This analysis appears below in Table 5. 

Development	  
Objec/ve	  

Intermediate	  
Objec/ve	  1	  

Sub-‐
Intermediate	  
Objec/ve	  1.1	  

Output	  1.1	  	   Output	  1.2	  

Intermediate	  
Objec/ve	  2	  

Sub-‐
Intermediate	  
Objec/ve	  2.1	  

Output	  2.1	   Output	  2.2	  
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Table 5: Analysis of BWJ Outcomes and Outputs 
Outcomes Analysis 

Outcome 1. BWJ’s assessment, advisory and training services 
have been a driver of change towards higher compliance with 
national labor law and international labor standards. 

This outcome meets the MPG project design criteria for 
outcomes since it aims to increase compliance with labor norms 
and laws. However, in the opinion of the evaluator, it could have 
been written in a simpler way. For example, to increase 
compliance with national labor law and international labor 
standards. The assessment, advisory services, and training are 
actually the interventions/strategies that achieve this objective. 

Outcome 2. BWJ has extended its impact beyond the factory 
level so that the industry becomes more stable in the long-term 
and contributes more to the Jordanian economy and society. 

Essentially, Outcome 2 is focused on building the capacity of the 
garment sector in Jordan so it contributes to economic and social 
development. The evaluator opines that the outcome could have 
been written simply to strengthen the capacity of the garment 
sector to contribute to the country’s economic development. 

Outcome 3. BWJ has been transformed into a viable local entity 
under national leadership, supervised by the ILO. 

This outcome is no longer relevant. BWJ has decided that 
establishing a local entity to sustain BW interventions and 
results is not feasible. BWJ should, therefore, revise this 
outcome so it reflects the sustainability strategy, which is 
discussed in detail in the sustainability section of this report. 

Outcome 1 Outputs Analysis 

1. 1.1. Assessment services are maintained and adjusted in order to 
effectively influence compliance with national and international 
labor standards. 

2. 1.2. Advisory services are adjusted to achieve greater impact.  
3. 1.3. Training services are diversified and strengthened to achieve 

greater impact.  
1.4. The quality of BWJ core services meets BW quality 
standards and best practice. 

These outputs are written like the sub-immediate objective level 
described in Table 3 because they describe changes in practices 
or behaviors that contribute the achievement of a higher-level 
objective. Outputs are concrete products and services provided 
by the project. Under Outcome 1, outputs might include the 
number of assessment reports, advisory services, and trainings 
provided as well as the number of PICCs established. Each 
output might have a specific target that the project would track 
and report. Such targets are currently listed as indicators, which 
are addressed below in the discussion of the project’s PMP. 

Outcome 2 Outputs Analysis 

2.1. Social dialogue and sound industrial relations are promoted 
at the sectoral level.   
2.2. The capacities of the MOL inspectors are strengthened.  
2.3. Stakeholders’ efforts to implement National Strategy for the 
Jordanian Garment Industry are facilitated. 
2.4. Lessons learned and knowledge of governance gaps are 
brought into public and private sector policy debates. 
2.5. The institutionalization of the association of workers’ 
centers is promoted. 

These outputs are also written like the sub-immediate objective 
level described in Table 3. Outputs for Outcome 2 might include 
number of labor inspectors trained, number of meetings or 
events organized that contribute to the implement the national 
garment strategy, and number of policy changes/improvements. 
Output 2.5 should be deleted since the worker center is no longer 
funded by USDOL. 

Outcome 3 Outputs Analysis 

5. 3.1. BWJ’s cost recovery is maximized.  
6. 3.2. The commitment of local stakeholders to support a localized 

BWJ program is secured.  
7. 3.3. The necessary systems are in place to ensure smooth 

functioning of the independent entity.  
3.4. Staff, management and Board members have acquired the 
necessary competencies, commitment, and structure for high 
performance after transition. 

Like the outputs for Outcomes 1 and 2, these outputs also 
written like the sub-immediate objective level described in Table 
3. However, since BWJ does not intend to establish a local entity 
as its sustainability strategy, the outputs should be reformulated 
so they align with the revised outcome, which should focus on 
the BWJ sustainability strategy as suggested previously.  
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Performance Monitoring Plan 

The BWJ has developed and submitted a PMP to USDOL. The PMP, however, does not fully 
meet the criteria as described in the MPG and presented in Table 4. The BWJ PMP includes the 
indicators and means of verification (data source and methods) but does not include indicator 
definitions, unit of measure, frequency of data collection, and persons or offices responsible for 
collecting the data. The evaluator believes that several of the indicators, as written, would have 
benefited from definitions and specific units of measure as required in the MPG. 

BWG requires the BW country programs to collect and report on 35 standard indicators. These 
indicators are designed to measure outcomes and outputs of the BW interventions. BWJ has 
effectively incorporated the BWG standard indicators in its project design and logical framework 
that it reports to BWG as well as the donors. The evaluator believes that these are appropriate 
indicators to effectively measure the project’s outcomes and outputs. 

3.2. Relevance to Key Stakeholder Needs and Expectations 

The following section is organized according to an overview of BWJ’s key stakeholders and the 
needs and expectations of these stakeholders. This section specifically addresses to what extent 
the BWJ addresses the priorities and needs of stakeholders in the garment sector in Jordan. 

3.2.1. Overview of Key Stakeholders 

Table 6 shows the primary stakeholder for the USDOL-funded projects along with a description 
of the relationship between the stakeholders and BWJ. 

Table 6: Key Stakeholders and Relationships to BWJ 

Stakeholder Description 

Ministry of Labor The Ministry of Labor is BWJ’s primary government counterpart. The Director of Labor 
Inspection coordinates closely with BWJ and chairs the PAC. In addition, the labor 
inspectors are strategic allies in BWJ’s efforts to improve factory compliance with labor 
laws. BWJ trains labor inspectors on BW methodology as well as key technical areas such 
as occupational health and safety (OSH) and international labor standards. In addition, two 
labor inspectors are currently seconded to BWJ. The objective of the secondment strategy 
is to build the capacity of labor inspectors and transfer improved capacity to the MOL. 

Ministry of 
Industry, Trade, 
and Supply 

The Ministry of Industry, Trade, and Supply is the other key government counterpart. It is 
responsible for overseeing trade and investment in the garment sector and plays an 
important role to advocate on behalf of the garment sector. The Head of Business 
Environment Development and Quality Industry Zones Unit sits on the PAC.  

Jordan Chamber 
of Industry 

The Jordan Chamber of Industry is the primary business association in Jordan that 
represents 10 industry sectors including leather and garments. The Chamber provides a 
range of technical services to its members including assistance with export and customs 
procedures and regulations and certificates of origin. The Secretary General for Leather 
and Garments sits on the PAC. 
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Stakeholder Description 

Jordan Garment, 
Accessories, and 
Textile Exporters’ 
Association 

The Jordan Garment, Accessories, and Textile Exporters’ Association, (JGATE) is a not-
for-profit organization that represents garment sector employers in Jordan. JGATE is 
considered the technical arm of the Chamber of Industry for the textile and garment sector. 
JGATE contributed to the development of the collective bargaining agreement (CBA) and 
unified contract for migrant garment workers. JGATE sits on the PAC and specifically 
represents the garment sector employers. 

General Trade 
Union 

The GOJ has not ratified ILO Conventions 87 and 98. Furthermore, GOJ does not permit 
workers to organized trade unions. Instead, in 1954 the GOJ legislated the formation of one 
centralized trade union called the General Trade Union that currently consists of 17 sector 
trade unions. Workers in the private sector are eligible to join the union for their sector. 
Public sector employees are not eligible to join a trade union. The General Trade Union of 
Workers in Textile, Garment, and Clothing Industries has approximately 35,280 members 
that pay union dues of which 25,696 are migrant workers. The President of the General 
Trade Union of Workers in Textile, Garment, and Clothing Industries sits on the PAC. 

Factory 
Management 

There are currently 73 factories participating in the BWJ program. These factories are 
represented on the PAC by JGATE. After joining BWJ, the factories are responsible for 
providing access to workers, supervisors, managers, files, and documents so the BWJ 
Enterprise Advisors can conduct the assessments. The factories are also responsible for 
helping the enterprise advisors establish the PICC and implement the improvement plans. 
The factories that subscribe to BWJ services agree to conditions laid out in an agreement 
between the factory and BWJ. 

Garment Workers The 73 factories that subscribe to BWJ services employ approximately 60,000 workers that 
represent 97% of the workers in the sector. The workers, according to the BW model, have 
a voice through the PICC. The majority of workers are elected to the PICCs via “ballot 
box” elections. PICCs are currently established and functioning in 40 of the 73 factories. 

Buyers BWG classifies buyers into two categories. The first are buyers that pay a membership fee 
and sign an agreement with BWG. These are referred to as buyer partners. The second 
category is buyers that buy compliance reports. These are referred to as buyer participants. 
The buyers are responsible for encouraging their suppliers to participate in the BWJ 
program. They also purchase reports and should be encouraging suppliers to address areas 
where, according to the BW assessments, they do not comply with international labor 
norms or national labor law. During the USDOL grant period, 10 buyer partners and 12 
buyer participants participating in BWJ.7 

3.2.2. Stakeholders’ Needs and Expectations 

The evaluator conducted a range of interviews with the BWJ stakeholders to determine the extent 
to which they believe the project is meeting their needs and expectations. The findings from the 
interviews are presented below by stakeholder. 

                                                
7 Since the inception of the BWJ program, 31 buyers have purchased assessment reports, which include 10 buyer 
partners and 21 buyer participants. 
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Ministry of Labor 

The Director of Inspection told the evaluator that the MOL appreciated the BWJ program. He 
noted that the BWJ compliance assessment is very detailed and examines a range of international 
labor standards and national labor laws. The depth of the BWJ assessments has helped the MOL 
inspectors deepen the inspections they conduct in factories. The Director of Inspection also 
alluded to the collaboration between the MOL and BWJ. He opined that the secondment of labor 
inspectors to BWJ is an important step to build MOL capacity and improve communication 
between MOL and BWJ. He also noted that the meetings and general information sharing with 
BWJ was constructive. 

The evaluator asked the Director of Inspection if he thought that having the labor inspectors and 
BWJ EAs collaborate on the BWJ compliance assessments and advisory and training activities 
might strengthen the capacity of labor inspectors. He said that the MOL would welcome closer 
collaboration between the BWJ EAs and the labor inspectors and suggested starting with the 25 
labor inspectors assigned to the QIZs. He emphasized, however, that the MOL and BWJ should 
first organize a series of workshops with the factories to explain the purpose of the proposed 
collaboration. 

The evaluator conducted a focus group discussion with 10 labor inspectors. The inspectors told 
the evaluator that BWJ has helped reduce non-compliance in factories. They noted that the MOL 
has only 236 labor inspectors that are tasked with conducting inspections of thousands of 
businesses in both the formal and informal sector. One of the inspectors commented “BWJ helps 
us by reducing our inspection load”. A couple of the labor inspectors noted that, at times, labor 
inspectors and BWJ EAs interpret NLL differently. They thought it would be helpful if the EAs 
and labor inspectors could reach agreement on how to interpret NLL. 

The evaluator asked the inspectors what they thought the difference is between the BWJ 
compliance assessments and the factory inspections. They explained that the BWJ compliance 
assessment is more comprehensive and is accompanied by training to help factories address non-
compliance issues. Labor inspectors, on the other hand, focus primarily on payroll issues and can 
issue fines for non-compliance. Issuing fines, according to the labor inspectors, can cause 
factories to hide information. One labor inspector explained that some factories would prefer to 
keep paying JD 50 fines because it is less expensive than making the necessary improvements or 
joining the BWJ program. 

When asked about the collaboration between the MOL and BWJ, the inspectors said that they 
supported the secondment of labor inspectors to BWJ as a strategy to improve collaboration and 
strengthen the capacity of the inspectors. They requested more training from BWJ in technical 
areas such as OSH. They also expressed interest in learning and applying the BWJ methodology 
that combines the compliance assessment with advisory services and training to help factories 
address non-compliance. 

Ministry of Industry, Trade, and Supply 

The Head of the Business Environment Development and QIZ Unit believes the BWJ program is 
effective and has helped improve labor law compliance in factories. He also mentioned that the 
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BWJ Buyers’ Forum is highly effective in linking suppliers to buyers and is appreciated by the 
suppliers that participate. On the other hand, he noted that the Ministry of Industry, Trade, and 
Supply does not agree with publicly disclosing non-compliance information. He said that the 
Minister is concerned that making non-compliance information available to the public could lead 
to using the information in ways that damage the reputation of suppliers. The Ministry is also 
concerned that the BWJ Annual Synthesis Reports, which is published on the BWG website, 
could damage the garment sector’s reputation and future investment. 

The Head of the Business Environment Development and QIZ Unit sits on the BWJ PAC. He 
opined that PAC could increase its effectiveness if it met more frequently. He suggested monthly 
meetings. He suggested that the PAC members should be more actively involved in decision-
making and taking concrete steps to address non-compliance issues in factories. He also 
suggested that BWJ and PAC should do more to convince factories to join BWJ and participate 
in the BWJ compliance assessments and advisory services. 

Jordan Chamber of Industry 

The Secretary General of the Chamber’s Leather and Garment Industry Section explained that 
with the introduction of migrant investors and migrant workers, BWJ is necessary to ensure that 
foreign companies comply with labor laws. He believes that while BWJ has helped the sector 
improve compliance with ILS and NLL, it is expensive for many smaller suppliers that are 
typically sub-contractors. He noted that it is less expensive for these companies to pay JD 50 in 
fines for non-compliance than pay the BWJ subscription fee of $3,000. 

The Secretary General told the evaluator that one area that the Chamber is in disagreement with 
BWJ is on public disclosure. He explained that making sensitive non-compliance information 
available to the public could damage the reputation of the garment sector and decrease garment 
exports to the United States and Europe. He also noted that the Prime Minister does not agree 
with public disclosure. On the other hand, he said that the Chamber supports transparency 
between suppliers, buyers, government agencies, business associations, and trade unions. 

The evaluator asked the Secretary General and his team how BWJ might better serve the garment 
sector. They mentioned several specific points. First, BWJ should play a more active role in 
preparing Jordanian workers to replace migrant workers in the garment sector. Second, BWJ 
should increase its efforts to link suppliers to buyers. The Secretary General noted that the recent 
decision to relax the export rules to Europe should present an opportunity to increase the number 
of European buyers. Finally, the Secretary General who sits on the PAC opined that BWJ could 
improve transparency by sharing more factory non-compliance information and allowing the 
PAC members to review and comment on the BWJ Annual Synthesis Reports. It should be noted 
that, according to the BWJ Program Manager, PAC members do review and comment on the 
synthesis reports. 

Jordan Garment, Accessories, and Textile Exporters’ Association 

The JGATE representatives told the evaluator that they believe the BWJ has been effective at 
addressing non-compliance in factories that are subscribed to BWJ program. While they do not 
always agree with the findings of the BWJ compliance assessment report, they noted that, 
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overall, the report is “excellent”. JGATE representatives explained that some of the disagreement 
over the findings emanates from outdated NLL. They referred to the ratio of OSH and medical 
staff per worker, which they believe is high and not necessary. Another example is the 
requirement to have a day care facility on or near the factory premises while many workers 
would prefer to have the day care facility in their community. However, locating the facility in 
the community would result in the factory being non-compliant with national labor law. 

JGATE also disagrees with public disclosure. One of the JGATE representatives explained that 
making non-compliance information available to the public could lead to certain individuals or 
organizations using the information to harm the garment sector. Instead, JGATE believes BWJ 
should focus on “stakeholder disclosure” where non-compliance information is disclosed to key 
government and non-government stakeholders with the aim of improving factory compliance. 

The JGATE representatives noted several suggestions that BWJ might take to more effectively 
serve the garment sector. They believe BWJ should focus on increasing the number of Jordanian 
workers in the garment sector. However, according to JGATE, migrant workers will always be 
needed to make suppliers in Jordan competitive with suppliers in other countries. JGATE also 
believes that BWJ should do more to address non-compliance issues in factories. One JGATE 
representative commented that currently BWJ is acting like a silent partner. He thinks it should 
play a more proactive role in addressing non-compliance or ameliorating issues such as 
conditions that could lead to strikes and work stoppages.  

JGATE, which sits on the PAC, told the evaluator that the PAC is not as effective as it could be. 
The JGATE representatives believe PAC should be more involved in key decision-making and 
take concrete actions to address labor issues in the garment sector. However, once PAC decides 
to address a labor issue, any decision should be monitored to make sure it is implemented. One 
of the JGATE representatives also noted that BWJ and PAC should aggressively link suppliers to 
European buyers given the recent decision to relax export rules to Europe. However, JGATE 
representatives emphasized that it would be a challenge to employ a significant number of 
Syrians, which is one of the European Union’s objectives. 

General Trade Union 

The President and staff of the General Trade Union of Workers in Textile, Garment, and 
Clothing Industries (GTU) told the evaluator that BWJ has helped improve the conditions in 
factories for workers.8 The President commented that when BWJ started its operation, it focused 
almost exclusively on factories and ignored workers. Over time, BWJ has focused more on 
workers so that, currently, there is a balance between factories and workers. 

When asked about public disclosure, the President of the GTU explained that the GTU supports 
public disclosure. He said that factories that are non-compliant for important labor violations 
should be publically named and, if the violations are not addressed, should be closed. He went on 
to explain that public disclosure is an effective strategy to pressure factories to comply with labor 

                                                
8 The General Trade Union of Workers in Textile, Garment, and Clothing Industries will be referred to as GTU 
throughout the report. 
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laws because managers are concerned that reporting non-compliance to the public could harm 
their reputation and orders from buyers. 

GTU representatives, however, do not agree with the establishment of PICCs. They believe the 
PICCs are not effective mechanisms to address non-compliance issues because worker 
representatives are afraid of criticizing and disagreeing with factory management in the PICC 
meetings. They told the evaluator that GTU is the most effective mechanism to address 
violations of labor laws. GTU representatives also opined that the BWJ supervisor training has 
not been effective. One GTU representative told the evaluator that despite the supervisor 
training, workers continue to complain about supervisor verbal and physical harassment. 

Factory Management 

The evaluator visited eight factories and interviewed 29 managers. Overall, factory management 
credits the BWJ program for improving the factories’ compliance performance. They expressed 
satisfaction with the BWJ EAs, compliance assessment, advisory services, and training. Factory 
managers appreciate the BW approach to continuous improvement that, according to the 
managers, is much more effective than the traditional buyer or third party audits. They also noted 
that the compliance assessments are generally accurate. Many of the factory managers referred to 
the BWJ supervisor training that they credit for decreasing the number of workers complaining 
about verbal harassment. 

Several managers, however, told the evaluator that they do not agree with all of the findings. The 
problem, in part, is that the BWJ compliance assessment tool is based on NLL that some 
managers believe is outdated. Managers commonly referred to the required ratio of Occupational 
Safety and Health (OSH) and medical personnel per worker. Factories with 201-500 workers 
must recruit two OSH technicians and one OSH specialist, factories with 501 to 1,000 workers 
should have two OSH specialists and three technicians, plus one supervisor and two technicians 
for each additional 1,000 employees. NLL requires a physician specialized in occupational 
medicine and nurses on-site for all factories with over 50 workers. Factories with more than 
1,000 workers are required to have three physicians, four nurses, and one medical unit on site.  

Factory managers believe the number of required OSH and medical personnel is excessive. They 
believe the requirements in the “Golden List” is more realistic.9 The Golden List, which is used 
by the MOL during inspections, requires factories of 100 to 500 workers to have one OSH 
technician and factories over 1,000 workers to have one full-time and one part time technician. It 
requires factories of 50 to 500 workers to have one part time doctor and one full-time nurse; 
factories of over 1,000 workers must have two full-time nurses, one full-time doctor, and one 
part time medical specialist. 

                                                
9 The Golden List is Jordan customs program that gives preferred operator status to companies that demonstrate low 
risk as well as a strong compliance history with certain customs requirements. For more information, refer to the 
following: http://www.jordan.gov.jo/wps/portal/!ut/p/b1/jdHNCsIwDAfwZ_EBJOnadd2x031Pxemc7UUmyBD2cRHBt7eKHhTmzC3wy5-
EgAbFkVk2IQz2oLvqeq6ry7nvqubRa37YuanYpSFBEbiIcZL5q0KQwpKOAeoDRKEwAC2-
cDyKjP83PwtlxJwMUWShjbGMitxdU4qSjs2XoLxXCA6UxLGQzakzQfqLfZ5i8RHA3uDXMU_wY1FlgDO46prDFtQMEtB10x_Nf8o5LKO-
PUGrmyC7TRM_F0TQenIH2AEhkA!!/dl4/d5/L2dBISEvZ0FBIS9nQSEh/?nameEntity=Jordan%20Customs 
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Factory managers noted daycare requirements as another aspect of NLL that was outdated. 
According to NLL, factories must provide a daycare facility on or near the factory premise. A 
factory manager told the evaluator that few workers are currently using a newly established day 
care center at the factory because they do not want to transport their young children in factory 
buses to work. The manager said that workers recommended that the factory establish the day 
care center in their community but decided against the idea because, according to labor law, the 
day care facility must be established on or near the workplace. 

Another issue that factory management raised with the evaluator was freedom of association 
(FOA). As discussed previously, the GOJ does not allow workers to organize trade unions 
outside the GTU structure. According to the ILO, this limits FOA. As such, all of the factories 
operating in Jordan are non-compliant for the FOA section in the BWJ compliance assessment 
report. Several factories complained that buyers have kept them on a “red” list or “watch” list 
due to the FOA non-compliance. 

When asked about public disclosure, managers in seven of the eight factories visited by the 
evaluator said they are opposed to public disclosure. They said that they do not object to the 
publication of the BWJ Annual Synthesis Report where non-compliant factories are not named. 
However, they oppose any attempt to name factories for non-compliance. They expressed 
concern that relatively minor non-compliance in areas such as OSH might damage their 
reputation with buyers and decrease both buyers and orders. It should be noted that one large 
factory supports public disclosure where factories are named in the BWJ assessment report for 
non-compliance. Managers from this factory told the evaluator that public disclosure would 
eventually pressure factories to comply with labor law that would benefit the entire garment 
sector. 

Managers in several factories complained about the tone of the BWJ compliance assessment 
reports. They told the evaluator that the assessments are focused on finding non-compliance, 
which is the correct approach. However, the reports, according to the managers, do not give 
factories credit for steps they have taken to address non-compliance. These managers suggested 
that the reports should focus on areas of compliance as well as non-compliance and include a 
section on best practices that would be of interest to buyers. 

The majority of the factory managers that were interviewed sit on the PICCs. Managers believe 
the PICCs are an important strategy to address non-compliance. They also believe that the PICCs 
have helped improve social dialogue between workers and management. These managers also 
noted that worker participation in the PICCs is relatively weak and needs to be strengthened. 
Several managers explained that conducting PICC meetings is a challenge since worker 
representatives typically speak three or four different languages. 

When asked how BWJ might better serve the factories, the managers made a range of 
suggestions. The Arabic speaking managers recommended that the BWJ assessment reports as 
well as training materials should be translated and made available in Arabic. Other managers 
recommended that BWJ should provide cross-cultural training for both migrant and Jordanian 
workers. The cross-cultural training should aim to improve the relationship between supervisors 
and workers; between workers from different countries and cultures; between male and female 
workers; and workers and managers. It might also help avoid conflict between workers from 
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different countries and cultures that share living spaces in dormitories. A couple of managers 
expressed concern that interpretation during the BWJ compliance assessments and trainings was 
inaccurate. They recommended hiring professional interpreters when feasible. Managers from 
one factory suggested that BWJ should conduct trainings for workers after 6pm and on Fridays 
so the trainings do not interfere with production schedules. 

Garment Workers 

Elections. The evaluator interviewed 89 workers sitting on the PICCs in eight factories. The 
factory workers elected the worker representatives during “ballot box” elections in the majority 
of factories. Factory management and the GTU organized the elections. In one factory, 
management appointed worker representatives. However, the BWJ EAs are working with this 
factory and the GTU to organize elections within a couple of months. 

Roles and Responsibilities. During the focus group discussions, worker representatives told the 
evaluator that their primary role is to identify problems or issues and bring them to the PICC so 
they can be discussed. They typically identify issues through observation or by asking their co-
workers. According to the worker representatives, the most common problems include broken 
toilets, poor lighting, poor ventilation, and uncomfortable seats. Management usually addresses 
these problems relatively quickly.  

Labor Issues. The most serious problem noted by the worker representatives is verbal harassment 
by supervisors. The evaluator could not identify a gender dynamic to verbal harassment since the 
majority of the supervisors, according to the workers, are women. The worker representatives 
told the evaluator that the BWJ supervisor training has helped reduce verbal harassment in many 
of the factories. However, verbal harassment still persists in other factories. On the other hand, 
the problem identified by workers that has not improved is the quality of the food. Apparently, 
many of the migrant workers are not satisfied with the taste, quality, and variety of the meals 
provided by the factories. Worker representatives did not mention conditions in the dormitories 
as an issue during interviews. 

Trade Union Membership. The evaluator noted confusion among some workers regarding trade 
union membership. The evaluator asked the worker representatives whether they belonged to the 
GTU and, if so, how much they paid in union membership fees. The evaluator estimates that 
30% to 40% of migrant workers that were interviewed did not realize that they belonged to the 
GTU that the employer deducted JD .50 from their pay every month. Approximately 50% 
realized that they belonged to the GTU and paid JD .50 per month but told the evaluator that it 
was mandatory. On the other hand, the majority of the Jordanian workers interviewed told the 
evaluator that union membership was optional. 

The evaluator believes the issue of GTU membership is somewhat confusing. For example, the 
President of the GTU told the evaluator that he considers all 60,000 workers in the sector to be 
members of the GTU even though only 35,280 pay membership dues. The CBA also appears to 
be conflicted. Article 3 on Union Membership states that “Any employee shall have the right to 
become a member of the Union”. However, Article 9 on Deductions states that “Subject to the 
requirements of Jordanian law, the enterprises covered by this Agreement shall deduct monthly 
membership dues in the amount of JD 0.5 per worker as provided by article 11 of the 
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memorandum of agreement dated 8 November 2014 and published in the Official Gazette in 
31/12/2014. All dues shall be deposited in the union’s bank account by the 15th of each month”.  

It appears that Article 3 is stating that GTU membership is optional while Article 9 is requiring 
enterprises covered by the CBA to deduct monthly membership dues of JD .50. The evaluator 
raised the discrepancy with the BWJ Program Manager who explained that the legal 
interpretation from the MOL on this issue was clearly communicated to stakeholders by saying 
“any deduction from the worker’s salary beyond what have been clearly stated by law, such as 
tax and social security, should be approved by the worker”. Therefore, according to the Program 
Manager, workers should approve the deduction of union dues. This does not appear to be the 
case based on focus group discussions with PICC worker representatives. 

Holding Passports. During an interview with PICC worker representatives in one factory, 
Nepalese workers complained that the factory is holding their passports, which is restricting their 
ability to travel. One Nepalese worker noted that he is concerned that he will not be able to travel 
to Nepal for upcoming holidays because he does not have his passport. The evaluator asked the 
human resources manager why the factory is holding the passports. He explained that the 
employee identification numbers were mistakenly written in the passports and that the scanners 
may not be able to read the passports.  

He further explained that the factory consulted the Bangladesh, Sri Lankan and Indian Embassies 
for advice. The Bangladesh Embassy said it should not be a problem since passports are 
processed manually. The Sri Lankan and Indian Embassies attached a letter to the corresponding 
passports explaining the situation. Therefore, the factory returned the passports to workers from 
these countries. The closest Nepal Embassy, however, is located in Saudi Arabia and, according 
to the human resource manager, the factory has not been able to locate and discuss the issue with 
the appropriate Embassy representative. The factory intends to hold the passports until it is able 
to contact and reach a solution with the Embassy of Nepal. 

Based on discussions with factory management and the workers, the evaluator does not believe 
that the factory is holding passports to restrict movement that would constitute forced labor and a 
serious labor rights violation. Nevertheless, holding the passports is restricting movement of 
some workers and thus having the same effect. The Bangladeshi, Sri Lankan and Indian worker 
representatives told the evaluator that they are not satisfied with the solution. They said that 
while they may be able to return to their countries, it is not clear whether they will be permitted 
to return to Jordan or travel to another country using the passports. Several workers told the 
evaluator that they believe the factory should buy them new passports. 

Language. Language surfaced as an issue during the interviews. Depending on the factory, PICC 
worker representatives include some combination of Bangladeshis, Sri Lankans, Indians, 
Nepalese, and Jordanians that speak Bangla, Sinhalese, Hindi, Nepali, and Arabic. Several 
PICCs have worker representatives from all of these countries. The evaluator observed that 
workers communicate in a variety of languages that get translated. For example, a Bangladeshi 
worker might express an opinion in Bangla that a colleague translates into Hindi for the 
Nepalese, Indians, and Sri Lankans. At the same time, another worker translates the comment 
into English that another worker translates into Arabic for Jordanians. The chain of translations 
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is time consuming and inefficient. Furthermore, the evaluator observed that, in many cases, the 
workers’ command of second languages is weak that likely affects the accuracy of translation.  

Social Media. During the first focus group discussion with worker representatives at one large 
factory and a visit to the company’s dormitories, the evaluator noticed that virtually all of the 
migrant workers were using mobile phones to communicate. The workers explained that they use 
the phones to communicate with family and friends via Facebook or other social media 
platforms. Based on this observation, the evaluator included a question in the focus group 
discussion guide to determine how many workers possess mobile phones and have a social media 
account. Interestingly, more than 95% of interviewed workers possess a mobile phone (most are 
smart phones) and have a social media account. The most common social media accounts are 
Facebook and WhatsApp that both Jordanian and migrant workers used to communicate with 
family and friends. Based on the prevalence of mobile phones and social media accounts, the 
evaluator believes that these technologies could present an efficient way to communicate key 
information to workers. 

Worker Participation. Based on interviews with workers and factory managers, the evaluator 
learned that the role of the worker representatives is limited to identifying and bringing 
workplace issues to the attention of management. Typically, factory managers do not share the 
results of the BWJ compliance assessments with worker representatives. Furthermore, factory 
managers develop the compliance improvement plan, which is based primarily on the 
compliance assessment findings. To increase a sense of ownership among workers and their 
commitment to address non-compliance, the evaluator believes PICC worker members might be 
more involved in reviewing the findings of the compliance assessment reports and developing 
the improvement plans. 

Buyers 

At the time of the evaluation, there were 10 BWG buyer partners and 12 buyer participants.10 
The evaluator interviewed nine buyers to ascertain their opinions of BWJ and whether it was 
meeting their needs and expectations. Overall, the buyers believe that the BW assessment 
methodology is sound and that the reports are accurate. Buyers like BW’s focus on tripartite 
arrangements and continuous improvement. Several buyers explained that the BW approach is 
more holistic than a traditional audit, which they believe helps factories improve compliance. 
One representative explained that BWJ helps protect the image of buyers. For example, BWJ 
took the initiative to ensure that migrant workers or recruiters do not forge documents that could 
result in child labor situations. 

Buyer representatives commented that communication with BWJ is highly effective. They like 
the fact that they can call the Program Manager or one of the EA team leaders to talk about 
compliance findings and the progress factories are making to address non-compliance issues. 
One buyer representative, on the other hand, opined that communication could be improved. She 
said, as a buyer partner, BWJ should communicate more frequently. Another representative told 

                                                
10 A BWG buyer partner provides a monetary contribution to BWG and signs an agreement. A buyer participant 
purchases compliance reports. 
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the evaluator that she would like to have more frequent reporting. She commented that one 
compliance assessment report per year is not enough to give her an idea of what is happening in 
the factory. 

Several buyer representatives expressed concern over how BWJ arrives at its non-compliance 
findings. Two representatives referred to the finding that some factories keep two sets of books 
to record working hours. They commented that keeping two sets of books is not the problem. 
They said that BWJ should identify why they are keeping two sets of books and promote 
transparency because the real objective is to reduce the number of work hours. Another buyer 
representative said that if only one worker registers a complaint during interviews with EAs, the 
complaint is recorded in the factory report. The way BWJ should handle the situation, he added, 
is to increase the sample of interviewees to determine extent of the complaint so we as buyers 
know the seriousness of the problem. 

The evaluator asked buyer representatives if they noticed improvements in supplier compliance 
with ILS and NLL. All of the representatives that were interviewed commented that they have 
noticed improvements in factory compliance over the years. They most frequently noted 
improvements in sexual and verbal harassment complaints and living conditions. While sexual 
and verbal harassment remains an issue in some factories, the supervisor training, according to 
the buyer representatives, has helped. Other representatives mentioned the positive role the 
PICCs are playing in improving social dialogue between workers and managers. Other 
compliance improvements noted by the buyer representatives include minimum wage 
discrimination for migrant workers, discrimination caused by nighttime curfew imposed by some 
factories, third party recruitment fees, and the unified contract for workers. 

The evaluator asked buyers what they might recommend to help BWJ better meet their needs and 
expectations. Following is a summary of what the buyer representatives suggested to improve the 
effectiveness of the BWJ program. 

! Improve the OSH section of the CAT to focus more on health, safety, and 
environment (HSE). Currently the CAT does not meet our standards. 

! BWG should include an environmental component in its compliance assessments. 
! Focus more on education opportunities for migrant workers. Migrant workers should 

return to their countries in better condition than when they arrived. 
! Modify the BW approach to focus on lean manufacturing methodologies and 

compliance. For example, lean manufacturing can lead to changes that reduce work 
hours (overtime) while maintaining the same level of salary. This gives factories a 
business reason to improve compliance. 

! BWJ should provide cross-cultural training so workers that come from different 
countries and cultures may learn to live together without conflicts. Cross-cultural 
training can also help address verbal abuse by supervisors. 

! The BWJ factory reports should be more user-friendly. Currently, they are long and 
difficult to read. They should be shorter and use more graphs and charts to 
communicate findings. The reports should include BWJ recommendations to improve 
compliance as well as the factory improvement plans. 
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! The supervisor training should be customized to address specific issues in factories. 
BWJ should define and analyze the problem (i.e. verbal abuse) and customize training 
based on this analysis. The customization is important because “one size does not fit 
all”. 

3.3. Progress and Effectiveness 

This section examines the effectiveness of the BWJ program to determine whether it is achieving 
its stated objectives, outcomes, and outputs as reported in the PMP. It specifically focuses on an 
analysis of the BWJ average compliance rates over a seven-year period. This section also 
reviews several key BWJ achievements, examines the effectiveness of the PAC and PICCs, and 
discusses factors that affect BWJ performance. 

3.3.1. Better Work Jordan Performance 

Table 7 shows the indicator progress for Outcome 1 and its outputs. The project’s PMP does not 
state indicator targets for Outcome 1. Rather, the BWG monitoring and evaluation (M&E) team 
provided the baseline values and the achievements at the end of December 2015 for Outcome 1 
indicators. The baseline for the first two indicators includes those factories that were visited 
more than once in December 2013. The value reported in December 2015 includes those 
factories visited more than five times. Both indicator targets show slight increases. The non-
compliance rate for the ILS (core conventions) increased from 18% to 21% while the non-
compliance for NLL (working conditions) increased from 34% to 36%. On the other hand, the 
percent of factories that showed improvements in non-compliance from one visit to the next 
increased by 2% over the baseline value. The issue of average non-compliance is discussed in 
detail in the next section (Section 3.2.2). 

The PMP does not report achievements for the percent of factories with non-compliance in areas 
defined as critical issues and percent factories in stage 1 or 2. BW intends to measure these two 
indicators after the introduction of public disclosure. BWG plans to monitor the critical issues 
indicator directly from the BWG public website. The BWG M&E team explained that due to the 
launch of the impact study and other demands on the team, it has not had time to conduct a 
retroactive analysis for the critical issues identified in previous compliance assessments. The 
indicator that allocates factories in stage 1 or 2 involves differentiating factories into two cohorts 
based on their performance on publicly disclosed issues, social dialogue, learning, and systems. 
The cohorts receive a different package of BW services. According to the Program Manager, 
BWJ intends to measure this indicator in 2018. 

BWJ achieved nearly 100% of its indicator targets for Output 1.1. It planned 409 assessment 
visits and conducted 397 for a 97% completion rate. In addition, the project introduced the self-
assessment tool and published the annual synthesis report as planned. For Output 1.2, BWJ 
planned 1,345 advisory visits and conducted 1,232 for a completion rate of 92%. According to 
the Program Manager, the revision of the PICC guidelines was put on hold because the new BW 
model was in the process of being introduced. BWJ intends to incorporate the new BW model 
and CBA into the PICC guidelines, which should be finalized by the end of 2016.  
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BWJ achieved 90% of its target for functioning PICCs. According to the Project Director, the 
project helped establish 49 PICCs in the 73 factories currently subscribed to the program. 
According to project staff, 40 PICCs are functioning based on BWJ criteria. The most common 
criteria that PICCs are unable to meet include conducting regular meetings, trade union 
representation in decision-making processes, and an effective grievance mechanism in place. The 
complete set of criteria appears in Section 3.3.4. 

Table 7: BWJ Outcome 1 Indicator Progress for January 2015 through June 2016 
Outcome 1: BWJ’s assessment, advisory and training services have been a driver of change towards 
higher compliance with national labor law and international labor standards 

Indicator11 Baseline Actual Change 

Non-Compliance rate of core conventions cluster (%) 
Non-Compliance rate of working conditions cluster (%) 
Percentage of factories with no non-compliance in areas defined 
as ‘critical issues’ 
Percentage of factories revisited in the reporting period that have 
improved compliance over the last visit 
Percentage of factories (not Cycle 1) that are stage 1 (and or 2)* 

18% 
34% 
 
Unknown 
 
28% 
Unknown 

21% 
36% 
 
Unknown 
 
30% 
Unknown 

3% 
2% 
 
Unknown 
 
2% 
Unknown 

Output 1.1. BWJ’s assessment, advisory and training services have been a driver of change towards higher 
compliance with national labor law and international labor standard 

Indicator Target Actual Percent 

Number assessment visits (cumulative) 
Introduction of self-assessment tool (yes/no) 
Publication of compliance synthesis report (yes/no) 

409 
Yes 
1 

397 
Yes  
1 

97% 
100% 
100% 

Output 1.2. Advisory services are adjusted to achieve greater impact 

Indicator Target Actual Percent 

Number advisory visits (cumulative) 
Revised PICC guidelines (yes/no) 
Percentage of factories where PICC is active and functions 
effectively	  

1,345 
No 
60 

1,232 
No 
54 

92% 
0% 
90% 

                                                
11 The PMP does not state indicator targets or achievements for Outcome 1 indicators. The BWG M&E Unit 
provided the indicator values for baseline and actual achievement. 
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Output 1.3. Training services are diversified and strengthened to achieve greater impact 

Indicator Target Actual Percent 

Number of new training topics introduced  
Number of training sessions (new indicator) 
Number of industry seminars (new indicator) 
Percent participants who reported having gained valuable 
knowledge from training sessions (new indicator)  
Percent respondents who reported having gained valuable 
knowledge from industry seminar (new indicator) 

6 
* 
* 
60 
 
60 

5 
273 
11 
Unknown 
 
Unknown 

83% 
*12 
*13 
Unknown 
 
Unknown 

Output 1.4. The quality of BWJ core services meets BW quality standards and best practice 

Indicator Target Actual Percent 

EAs trained during EA summit Yes Yes 100% 

Output 1.3 has five indicators. The project introduced five of the six planned new training topics. 
While the project did not set targets for the number of training sessions and industry seminars for 
the period January-June, 2015, it reported conducting 92 training sessions and 11 industry 
seminars during that period. It did, however, set targets for the period July-December 2015 and 
January-June 2016. The project aimed to conduct 70 training sessions from July through 
December 2015 and achieved this target. It planned to conduct 85 training sessions during the 
January through June 2016 period and achieved 111 or 26 more sessions than planned. Likewise, 
the project planned to conduct 6 industry seminars from July through December 2015 and 
actually conducted three or 50%. It intended to conduct six seminars during the January through 
June 2016 period and achieved two or 33% of the target. While BWJ set indicator targets for the 
percent of participants gaining knowledge from training and seminars, the project did not report 
the achievements in the PMP because the tools to measure these indicators have not yet been 
developed. Finally, the only indicator listed for Output 1.4 is whether the EAs were trained 
during the EA summit, which BWJ reported as achieved (yes). 

Table 8 shows the progress in achieving indicator targets for Outcome 2 and its outputs. 
Outcome 2 has two indicators that include the percentage of Jordanian workers in the garment 
sector and the garment sector export value. The GOJ requires that garment factory workforces 
consist of at least 25% Jordanians, which is what BWJ reported that was achieved. The PMP 
does not include a target for the second indicator. However, JGATE reported $1.5 billion in 
exports in 2015, which is the amount registered in the PMP. 

                                                
12 The evaluator was unable to calculate the percent achievement for the period January 2015 through June 2016 
because the project did not set a target for the period January-June 2015. It did set a target of 70 training sessions for 
the period July-December 2015 and 85 training sessions for January-June 2016. The project achieved 100% of both 
targets. 
13 The evaluator was unable to calculate the percent achievement for the period January 2015 through June 2016 
because the project did not set a target for the period January-June 2015. It did set a target of six industry seminars 
for July-December 2015 and six for January-June 2016. The project actually conducted three (50%) and two (33%) 
for these two periods, respectively.  
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BWJ achieved 100% achievement for Outputs 2.1 to 2.4. The project established the Joint 
Council, conducted five technical consultations with MOL, and held one buyers forum in April 
2015 as planned. It also reported that it achieved 100% of its targets for policy change and 
influence under Output 2.4. These included finalizing and endorsing the unified contract for 
migrant workers, customizing the unified contract for Syrian refugees, supporting renewal of the 
CBA, introducing the road map for eliminating discrimination of financial benefits between 
Jordanian and migrant workers, and facilitating a dialogue among stakeholders to establish 
centralized daycare facilities in industrial zones. 

Table 8: BWJ Outcome 2 Indicator Progress for January 2015 through June 2016 
Outcome 2: Better Work has extended its impact beyond the factory level so that the industry becomes more 
stable in the long-term and contributes more to the Jordanian economy and society 

Indicator Target Actual Percent 
Ratio between expatriate and Jordanian workers in the 
garment industry (non-cumulative) 
Garment Sector Export Value (non-cumulative) 

25 
 
Unknown 

25 
 
$1.5 billion14 

100% 
 
Unknown 

Output 2.1. Social dialogue and sound industrial relations are promoted at the sectoral level 
Indicator Target Actual Percent 

Establishment of Joint Council (yes/no) Yes Yes 100% 
Output 2.2. The capacities of the MOL inspectors are strengthened 

Indicator Target Actual Percent 
Number technical consultations between BWJ and MOL on 
labor law regulations (cumulative) 

9 9 100% 

Output 2.3. Stakeholders’ efforts to implement National Strategy for the Jordanian Garment Industry are 
facilitated 

Indicator Target Actual Percent 

Buyers Forum held (yes/no) 1 1 100% 
Output 2.4. Lessons learned and knowledge of governance gaps are brought into public and private sector 
policy debates 

Indicator Target Actual Percent 

Number policies and/or labor regulations adapted by the 
Government as a result of BWJ intervention 
Country program reports influencing policy on a scale of 1 
to 5 with 5 being a policy implemented (new) 

3 
 
5 

3 
 
5 

100% 
 
100% 

Output 2.5. The institutionalization of the association of workers’ centers is promoted 
Indicator Target Actual Percent 

Number workers utilizing the workers center (monthly) 
(non-cumulative) 
Number workers attending training programs at the 
workers' center (monthly, non-cumulative) 

N/A 
 
N/A 

N/A 
 
N/A 

N/A 
 
N/A 

                                                
14 The 1.5 billion is the garment sector export value for 2015. 
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Output 2.6. International buyers’ commitment to and engagement with the program is increased 
Indicator Target Actual Percent 

Number buyer partners (cumulative) 
Number buyers that contribute to advisory and training 
services (technically and/or financially) (cumulative) 
Number of assessment reports purchased by buyers (new 
indicator) 

18 
10 
 
20 

18 
11 
 
26 

100% 
100% 
 
130%15 

The indicators for Output 2.5 measure the functioning of the Workers’ Center that had been 
funded by the USDOL grant. However, the ILO was able to secure $450,000 in funding from the 
Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation (SDC) to fund the institutionalization of the Center. 
BWJ will no longer use USDOL resources to fund the Center and, thus, will not report to 
USDOL on these indicators. 

The PMP notes that the number of buyer partners is a cumulative indicator that has a target of 9 
for January-June 2015; 9 for July-December 2015; and 9 for January-June 2016 for a total 27 
buyer partners for 2015 and the first half of 2016. The PMP reported the number of actual buyer 
partners to be 27 for a 100% achievement rate. However, as noted previously, the Program 
Manager told the evaluator that there are currently 10 buyer partners. One possible explanation is 
that this is a non-cumulative indicator and the target for each six-month reporting period is 9. 
Nevertheless, the project should clarify this inconsistency for the next TPR submission to 
USDOL. 

The project achieved slightly more than 100% of the target for buyers that contribute resources 
to training or technical services. The project targeted 10 buyers and achieved 11.16 According to 
the Program Manager, buyers have contributed to BWJ advisory services and training in several 
important ways. For example, Nike delivered training to BWJ staff on OSH standards and lean 
manufacturing while PVH worked with BWJ to provide training to PVH suppliers on chemical 
safely. Ann Inc., on the other hand, encouraged one of its suppliers to collaborate with Better 
Work Bangladesh to deliver orientation training to Bangladeshi workers before departing to 
Jordan. 

The evaluator was unable to calculate an achievement rate for the number of compliance 
assessment reports purchased by buyers because the PMP does not report complete targets and 
achievements for 2015. For the period January-June 2016, the project planned to sell 20 reports 
to buyers and sold 26, six more than the intended target. 

Table 9 shows the progress BWJ made on indicator targets for Outcome 3 and its outputs.  
Outcome 3 consists of four indicators. The project achieved a cost recovery rate of 24% that fell 
slightly short of the 28% target.17 It also fell $2 short of achieving the $7 per worker target. 

                                                
15 The evaluator was unable to calculate an achievement rate for this indicator for 2015 because the PMP does not 
report complete targets and achievements for 2015. For the period January-June 2016, the project planned to sell 20 
reports to buyers and sold 26, six more than the intended target. 
16 The project should also clarify whether this is a cumulative or non-cumulative indicator. 
17 The cost recovery rate is based on the total budget not the operational budget. BWJ reported a cost recovery rate 
based on the operational budget of 37%. 
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Revenue generation is a critical indicator for financial sustainability. The evaluator was unable to 
calculate the completion rate for the total program revenue indicator because the target for the 
period January-June 2015 was not established. However, the project generated $235,217 in 
program revenue in 2015 and another $138,600 during the first half of 2016, which was 70% of 
its target amount of $145,800.  

The fourth indicator is intended to address the establishment of a national entity, which was the 
project’s primary sustainability strategy. BWJ has decided not to establish a local entity because 
it is not financially sustainable, which is discussed in more detail under Sustainability (Section 
3.7). Thus, these outputs and indicators are obsolete. BWG did, however, update its pricing 
policy (Output 3.1) in 2016 that it plans to apply to buyer partners and participants in 2017. The 
new pricing policy is discussed in more detail in the sustainability section. 

Table 9: BWJ Outcome 3 Indicator Progress for January 2015 through June 2016 
Outcome 3. Better Work Jordan has been transformed into a viable, local entity under national leadership and 
supervised by the IL 

Indicator Target Actual Percent 
Percent cost-recovery (based on budget/expenses) 
Cost per worker in dollars 
Core services delivered by a national entity (yes/no) 
Total program revenue 

28 
7 
N/A 
Unknown 

24 
9 
N/A 
$373,81718 

86%19 
78%20 
N/A 
Unknown 

Output 3.1. BWJ’s cost recovery is maximized 
Number activities implemented by BWJ in other 
countries (non-cumulative) 
Pricing model adjusted in order to reflect an increase 
in income from participating factories (yes/no) 

N/A 
 
Yes 

N/A 
 
Yes 

N/A 
 
100% 

Output 3.2. The commitment of local stakeholders to support a localized BWJ program is secured 
Indicator Target Actual Percent 

Percent operational budget coming from the 
Government  
Agreement between the new entity and the ILO 
signed (yes/no) 

N/A 
 
N/A 

 N/A 
 
N/A 

N/A 
 
N/A 

Output 3.3. The necessary systems are in place to ensure smooth functioning of the independent entity 
Indicator Target Actual Percent 

HR policy and financial system for the new entity are 
agreed upon (yes/no) 

N/A N/A N/A 

Output 3.4. Staff, management and Board members have acquired the necessary competencies, commitment, 
and structure for high performance after transition 

Indicator Target Actual Percent 
Projections on staff needs in place (yes/no) 
Percent BWJ EAs transitioning to new entity 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

N/A 
N/A 

                                                
18 This amount is the total reported revenue for 2015 and the first half of 2016. 
19 The target, actual, and percent calculation is based on the average from January 2015 through June 2016. 
20 Ibid. 
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3.3.2. BWJ Compliance Assessment and Non-Compliance Rates 

The BW compliance assessment is the foundation of the BW model and theory of change, which 
postulates that improvements in non-compliance with ILS and NLL will improve working 
conditions, enterprise competitiveness, and eventually the lives of workers. These impacts are 
discussed under Impact Orientation (Section 3.6). 

BW Compliance Assessment and Average Non-Compliance Rates 

The BW compliance assessments are based on a framework that is organized into two major 
sections. The first is the core international labor standards based on the ILO’s conventions Nos. 
29, 87, 98, 105, 100, 111, 138, and 182. The core labor standards areas include child labor, 
discrimination forced labor and freedom of association and collective bargaining. Each area 
includes approximately four to five non-compliance points covered in the assessment. The 
second section, which is based on national labor law, is referred to as working conditions. The 
areas covered under working conditions include compensation, contracts and human resources, 
occupational safety and health, and working time. Each area includes three to eight non-
compliance points.21 

One of BW’s primary indicators is the average factory non-compliance rate. Following is a 
description of how BW calculates non-compliance rates: 

The non-compliance rate is reported for each subcategory, or compliance point, 
within a cluster. A compliance point is reported to be non-compliant if even one 
question within it is found in non-compliance. In its synthesis reports, BW 
calculates the average non-compliance rates for all participating factories in 
each sub-category. For example, an average non-compliance rate of 100% means 
that all participating factories were found to have a violation in that area.22 

BWJ Average Non-Compliance Rates Based on Synthesis Reports 

Given the importance of this measure, the evaluator conducted an analysis of the trends in 
factory non-compliance from 2009 to 2015 using data from seven Better Work Jordan Garment 
Industry Synthesis Reports. Figure 2 shows the trend in the overall average non-compliance rate 
for each year of the synthesis reports. The number of factories in the reports is listed below the 
year (n = number of factories). 

                                                
21 Refer to any of the Better Work Jordan Annual Synthesis Reports for the complete list of non-compliance points 
and definitions: http://betterwork.org/jordan/?cat=10 
22 Better Work Jordan: Garment Industry 7th Compliance Synthesis Report, January 2016 
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Figure 2: Average Non-Compliance Rate by Year 

 

The average non-compliance rates do not show a clear trend. For example, the rate decreased 
from 30% in 2009 and 2010 to 26% in 2011 but increased to 29% in 2012. It decreased to about 
27% in 2013 and increased to 30% in 2014 and 31% in 2015. While the fluctuations are 
relatively small, one would expect a more defined downward trend over the seven-year period of 
BW interventions. 

The evaluator also analyzed the average non-compliance rates for the ILS and NLL categories. 
Overall, the average non-compliance rates for the ILS and NLL categories demonstrate 
fluctuations with few sustained downward trends. While rates for child labor and forced labor 
have demonstrated a downward trend, rates for discrimination and FOA have fluctuated while 
showing sharp increases in certain years. While the average non-compliance rates for NLL have 
also fluctuated, they show an overall downward trend as would be expected. The HR and 
contracts area, which shows recent increases in non-compliance, is the exception. The charts 
showing the average non-compliance rates for ILS and NLL appear in Annex E. 

One problem in using the data in the synthesis reports to analyze average non-compliance is an 
unbalanced sample of factories. As noted in Figure 2, the sample of factories on which the 
average non-compliance rate is based varies from year to year. The sample includes new 
factories with little exposure to the BWJ interventions and other factories with more exposure to 
BW interventions. The following section addressed the unbalanced sample of factories and 
length of exposure to BW interventions. 

BWJ Non-Compliance Rates Based on Balanced Panel of Factories 

BWG hypothesizes that the length of exposure to BW interventions should correlate to 
improvements in non-compliance rates. To address the issue of an unbalanced sample of 
factories noted above, BWG has decided to use a longitudinal methodology that includes a 
balanced panel of factories that have had maximum exposure to BW interventions. In 2015, 
BWG selected the 31 factories in Jordan that had at least five assessment visits. These 31 
factories comprise the balanced panel of factories. 

Using BWG data for the BWJ balanced panel of factories, the evaluator conducted an alternative 
analysis of trends in average non-compliance rates. Figure 3 shows the trend in average non-
compliance rates for the balanced panel of factories. While this analysis resulted in fewer 
fluctuations than the analysis using data from the synthesis reports, the average non-compliance 
rates do not show a clear sustained trend. For example, the rate decreased from 35% after the 
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first assessment visit to 28% after the third assessment visit but increased to 29% and 33% after 
the fourth and fifth assessment visits, respectively. While the average non-compliance rate 
decreased from 35% to 33% over the five assessment visits, the recent trend is upward rather 
downward as one would expect. 

Figure 3: Average Non-Compliance Rate by Assessment Visit 

 

Figure 4 shows the non-compliance rates for the ILS consisting of child labor, discrimination, 
forced labor and freedom of association-collective bargaining. The average non-compliance rate 
for child labor decreased from 3% to 0% after the first assessment where it has remained. It 
should be noted that non-compliance in the child labor category is very low. The largest number 
of factories that were found non-compliant for child labor was two. 

The average non-compliance rate for discrimination increased dramatically from 6% after the 
first assessment to 48% after the fourth assessment. It has decreased slightly to 44% after the 
fifth assessment. The synthesis report notes several reasons for the sharp increase in 
discrimination non-compliance. These include an increased emphasis on the quota requirement 
for hiring disabled workers; difference in nighttime curfew for male and female migrant workers; 
new minimum wage that provides a higher a base wage and seniority increment for Jordanian 
workers. The EAs also received training on how to identify discrimination along with new tools 
that might help explain the increase. 

Figure 4: Average Non-Compliance Rate for ILS 

 

The average non-compliance rate for forced labor has generally been on a sharp downward trend. 
It decreased from 25% to 7% after the first three assessments. While it increased slightly to 9% 
after the fourth assessment, it decreased again to 2% after the fifth assessment. In part, the drastic 
decrease in non-compliance can be attributed to a change in BWG’s guidance on forced labor 
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issues such as recruitment fees workers paid to third parties. Another reason for the decrease is 
that factories lifted the nighttime curfew for workers. 

The average non-compliance rate for freedom of association and collective bargaining remained 
consistent at 21% over the first three assessment visits. However, it increased to 23% after the 
fourth visit and to 30% after the fifth visit. However, this category requires an explanation. As 
discussed in the stakeholder section, the GOJ allows only one trade union, the GTU. Workers do 
not have the freedom to organize outside of the GTU structure, which the ILO considers a 
restriction on freedom of association. As a result, BWJ has found and will continue to find 100% 
of factories non-compliant for freedom of association. The increase in the average non-
compliance in 2014 can be explained by the implementation of a new collective bargaining 
agreement. BWJ found that while factories were trying to implement the CBA, 50% to 60% of 
the factories did not implement all provisions in the CBA. 

The average non-compliance rates for the NLL category appear in Figure 5. The NLL category 
consists of compensation, contracts-human resources, OSH, and working time. The average non-
compliance rate for compensation decreased from 36% to 14% after the fourth assessment. 
However, the rate increased to 23% after the fifth assessment. According to the synthesis report, 
the primary reason for the increase was that factories did not comply with key compensation 
provisions (i.e. overtime pay, seniority bonus, payroll records) in the CBA. 

The average non-compliance rate for contracts and human resources decreased from 42% to 30% 
after the third assessment but increased over the last two assessments to 33% and 41%, 
respectively. According to the synthesis report, the increase can, in part, be explained by BWJ 
moving the assessment of recruitment fees that workers pay to third parties from the forced labor 
category to the contracts and human resources category. 

Figure 5: Average Non-Compliance Rates by Year for NLL Categories 

 

The average non-compliance rate for OSH decreased from 72% and 58% after the third 
assessment visit but has increased to 68% after fifth assessment. The OSH category typically 
accounts for approximately 50% of all factory non-compliance. Persistent OSH non-compliance 
issues include sub-standard dormitory conditions (i.e. minimum space, ventilation, heating, and 
insect control), required numbers of OSH and medical personnel, lack of emergency planning, 
and underuse of personal protective equipment (PPE). 
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Average non-compliance for working time demonstrated a consistent downward trend between 
the first and fourth assessments. The rate decreased from 28% to 10% after the first four 
assessments. After the last assessment, it increased slightly to 13%. The increase in recent non-
compliance, according to the synthesis report, is poor record keeping. 

The only ILS category that showed sustained improvement is forced labor where non-
compliance decreased from 15% to 2% over the five assessments. In the NLL category, non-
compliance rates for compensation and working time decreased over the first four assessments. 
However, the non-compliance rates after the fifth assessment increased in both categories. 
Similarly, the non-compliance rates for OSH and HR-contracts showed improvements over three 
assessments but increased over the last two assessments. Furthermore, only four of the eight ILS 
and NLL categories showed net improvements where the average non-compliance rate for the 
fifth assessment is lower than the rate for the first assessment. 

Several hypotheses surfaced during the evaluation that might help explain why there have not 
been clear and sustained trends in non-compliance improvement in most categories. These are 
explained below. 

! Outdated labor law. Stakeholders commented that parts of the NLL are outdated such as 
requirements for daycare and the number of OSH and medical personnel per workforce 
as discussed previously. Factory management considers NLL excessive and believes 
BWJ should use the Golden List instead of NLL. Using the Golden List would improve 
compliance in the OSH management and health services categories. 

! Changes in BW Guidance and NLL. The EAs told the evaluator that changes in BW 
guidance or in NLL could help explain some of the fluctuations. For example, in 2012 
BW took the decision to strictly enforce legal disability quotas in all countries including 
Jordan that resulted in a sharp increase in non-compliance for discrimination/other 
grounds. Also, in 2012, a change in the minimum wage provided a higher wage for 
Jordanian workers compared to migrant workers. This change in NLL resulted a 
significant increase in factory discrimination non-compliances based on race and origin. 

! Implementation of CBA. The BWJ Program Manager believes that the implementation of 
he CBA would help explain the fluctuation. In 2013, a comprehensive CBA was 
negotiated and signed. BW considers the CBA to be one of the most comprehensive of its 
type in the garment sector anywhere in the world. By law, all workers in the garment 
sector are covered by the agreement and all employers are required to abide by the all of 
its provisions. Approximately 40% of the factories have struggled with the 
implementation of some provisions that would account for a sharp increase in the number 
of factories found non-compliant for implementing the CBA. 

! More Concern for ILS. Another viable hypothesis mentioned by some stakeholders is that 
many factories do not take the working conditions component of the compliance 
assessment seriously because there is not a serious consequence for non-compliance. 
Several buyers told the evaluator that while they take all sections of the factory 
compliance reports seriously, they are more concerned about non-compliance with 
international labor standards (i.e. child labor, discrimination, forced labor) that could 
result in factories losing orders. One key stakeholder commented that as long as buyers 
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do not pressure their suppliers to comply with national labor laws, factories would not 
take the necessary steps to comply. 

These explanations would help explain increases in non-compliance in specific categories such 
as discrimination, FOA-CB, OSH management systems, and health and first aid. They would 
not, however, explain fluctuations and persistent high non-compliance in other areas. 
Nevertheless, it is feasible that the combination of these explanations along with other 
explanations not discussed here could account for the fluctuating average non-compliance rates 
in many of the CAT categories. 

As noted above, the evaluator was unable to identify clear and sustained downward trends in 
average non-compliance rates over the five assessments. Nevertheless, GOJ officials, industry 
stakeholders, factory managers, workers, and buyers believe that non-compliance in factories has 
improved. Thus, the perception of key stakeholders is that the BWJ program is having an 
important impact on the working conditions in those factories subscribed to BWJ. 

3.3.3. Important BWJ Achievements 

In addition to the PMP indicators discussed above, BWJ has achieved other important objectives 
that have contributed to the garment sector in Jordan. These are discussed below. 

Collective Bargaining Agreement 

BWJ played a critical role in facilitating the negotiation and eventual signing of a two-year 
collective bargaining agreement (CBA) that covers the entire garment sector. JGATE, General 
Union of Owners of Garment Factories (AOFWG), and GTU signed the CBA in May 2013. The 
CBA, which covers 60,000 workers in the garment sector, includes provisions on regulating 
working hours, wages and bonuses; improving occupational safety and health in factories and 
dormitories; a commitment to treat all workers equally; a unified contract for migrant workers; 
recognition of unions and their right to access factories; settlement mechanisms to deal with 
contract disputes; and annual seniority bonuses for all workers regardless of their nationality. 
The CBA, which expired in May 2015, was renegotiated and signed in August 2015. It is 
scheduled to expire in July 2017.  

Unified Contract for Migrant Workers 

One of the provisions in the CBA is a unified contract. BWJ facilitated negotiations between 
JGATE, AOFWG, and GTU to develop the unified contract, which was registered with the MOL 
on May 2013. The unified contract addresses the problem of some migrant garment workers 
signing multiple contracts in their home country and then signing different ones when they arrive 
in Jordan. The unified contract reduces the risk associated with recruiting migrant workers, such 
as paying recruitment fees, and clarifies the terms and conditions of employment. At the request 
of the national stakeholders, BWJ coordinated the translation of the unified contract into the 
languages of migrant workers. The contract is available in the workers’ languages, Arabic, and 
English.  
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Workers’ Center 

BWJ played a pivotal role in helping establish the Workers’ Center in the Al Hassan Industrial 
Zone. The Workers’ Center, which opened in February 2014, provides a neutral and friendly 
environment for activities that are intended to benefit workers. The Center includes a canteen, 
computer lab, classrooms, exercise room, and an events room. Workers take basic and 
conversational English classes, computer skills classes, and exercise and yoga classes. The 
Center has hosted several art shows. In addition, workers use the Center’s facilities for birthday 
parties, meetings, and special celebrations. Center staff also serve as a resource to link workers to 
legal and health services. As noted above, the funding for the Workers’ Center has shifted from 
USDOL to SDC. 

3.3.4. Effectiveness of the PAC and PICCs 

The Project Advisory Committee (PAC) and the Performance Improvement Consultative 
Committee (PICC) are key to the effectiveness of the BW program. As described previously, the 
PAC provides guidance and advice on program implementation and key issues relating to labor 
compliance, industrial relations, and industry competitiveness. The PICC, on the other hand, is 
responsible for developing, implementing, and monitoring plans to address areas of non-
compliance identified during the compliance assessments. The effectiveness of the BWJ PAC 
and PICCs are discussed below. 

Project Advisory Committee 

The key stakeholders that participate on the PAC believe the committee functions reasonably 
well. However, the stakeholders believe the effectiveness of PAC could be increased if it 
developed a monitoring mechanism, met more frequently, and was involved in decision-making. 
The PAC members explained to the evaluator that they meet every three to four months where 
the BWJ Program Manager provides an update on the project and presents key issues that may 
have surfaced during compliance assessments. Likewise, PAC members present and discuss 
issues and new information. The PAC meetings serve to share information as well as flag certain 
issues that require implementation or follow-up. 

The problem, according to several PAC members, is that the PAC does not have a mechanism in 
place to monitor and follow-up on issues that were discussed at the meetings. For example, PAC 
members identified worker dissatisfaction over verbal and physical abuse, delays in paying 
wages, expired work permits, food quality, and poor dormitory conditions at one of the factories 
during the July 2016 PAC meeting. They also discussed several steps to avoid the strike. 
However, after the meeting, none of the agreed upon steps was taken and the strike took place. 
Several PAC members told the evaluator that if PAC had a mechanism in place to monitor and 
ensure these action steps were implemented, the strike would have been avoided. 

Several members believe that the PAC should meet more frequently. Currently, PAC meets 
every three to four months. PAC members told the evaluator that they could be more effective if 
they met once a month. More frequent meetings, according to PAC members, would also support 
a monitoring or follow-up mechanism to ensure action steps and other decisions are implemented 
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in a timely fashion. One PAC member explained that monthly meetings would help prevent 
important issues from “slipping through the cracks”. 

In addition to an action step monitoring mechanism and more frequent meetings, PAC members 
believe they should be more involved in certain decisions. When queried about the kinds of 
decisions, PAC members mentioned review and approval of the annual synthesis report, actions 
to address non-compliance in factories, and specific steps the stakeholders might take to address 
gaps in NLL and government policies. The evaluator also believes that empowering the PAC to 
participate in certain decisions would help create ownership and promote sustainability. This is 
discussed in more detail in the sustainability section. 

Performance Improvement Consultative Committee 

BWJ has established PICCs in 49 of the 73 factories that are participating in the BWJ program. 
Forty of the PICCs are qualified as functioning. To qualify as functioning, the PICC should meet 
the following criteria:23 

! Regular meetings are taking place with all members participating 
! Regular meetings in absence of BW EA 
! Minutes are kept for all meetings 
! The chair of the meeting is a committee member 
! Workers are effectively represented in decision-making processes 
! Trade unions are effectively represented in decision-making processes 
! An effective grievance mechanism is in place 

According to the EAs, PICCs that meet these criteria do not mean that they are necessarily 
effective. The EAs believe very few of the PICCs are working collectively to successfully 
address non-compliance issues that were identified during the compliance assessment and 
promote social dialogue. 

The evaluator interviewed PICC members in eight factories. In seven of these factories, the 
worker representatives were elected via a ballot box style election that was organized by the 
factory with assistance from the GTU. The majority of the PICCs reported that they meet every 
month. The role of the PICC worker representatives appears to be limited to identifying 
problems or issues that they report to factory managers. In most factories, the worker 
representatives do not review the results of the BWJ compliance assessments and are not 
involved in developing the improvement plans. According to the worker representatives, the 
most pressing problems that have not been totally resolved is verbal harassment by supervisors 
and food issues.  

Another issue noted by some PICC members and observed by the evaluator is communication. 
The PICCs are comprised of members from three or four countries. PICC meetings are usually 
conducted in English by factory managers and translated by co-workers into Arabic, Bangla, 

                                                
23 Taken from the BWJ Progress Report #1 Form. 
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Singhalese, and Hindi. Often workers are not fully fluent in English. In addition, BWJ conducts 
its PICC trainings in English and Bangla. The trainings conducted in English are typically 
translated to Arabic, Sinhalese, and Hindi for Jordanian, Sri Lankan, Indian, and Nepalese 
workers. According to some managers and workers, the translation is not always accurate. On 
the other hand, BWJ has employed two Bangladeshi staff to assist with advisory services and 
training for Bangladesh workers. Advisory service visits and trainings conducted in Bangla 
appear to be highly effective based on comments from Bangladeshi managers and workers. 

3.3.5. Factors Affecting BWJ Performance 

The evaluator examined a variety of factors that could have a negative effect on BWJ 
performance. These factors include the expansion of BWJ to Satellite Factories, pressure to 
employ Syrian refugees in the garment sector, and the European Union’s decision to relax the 
roles of origin for Jordanian products. Each factor is discussed in more detail below. 

Satellite Factories 

In 2008, the GOJ initiated a project with garment companies established in the Qualifying 
Industrial Zones (QIZs) to build Satellite Factories with 100% Jordanian workforces outside the 
QIZs in rural areas of high female unemployment.24  The goal is to increase women's economic 
independence and employment in the apparel industry by bringing the factories to the workers. 

The GOJ requires that 25% of garment companies’ workforce be Jordanian. The Satellite 
Factories are an important mechanism to help companies meet this requirement and acquire work 
permits for migrant workers. The problem, however, is that the majority of the Satellite Factories 
are not profitable. According to factory managers, some Satellite Factories break-even while 
others lose money. Several managers told the evaluator that they consider the Satellite Factories 
to be a form of corporate social responsibility where they employ women in areas of high 
unemployment.  

When asked why Satellite Factories are not profitable, managers noted three primary reasons. 
First, women who live in communities near the Satellite Factories are unskilled and 
inexperienced in garment production (i.e. machine operation, ironing). They are not as 
productive as migrant workers who come to Jordan with previous experience and skill sets. 
Another reason is high absenteeism resulting from social pressure to care for sick children or 
attend social events such as weddings, funerals, and birthday celebrations. The third reason is 
high turnover that, according to stakeholders, stems from marriage, pregnancies, and travel 
times/distance to the factory. In some instances, husbands to not want their wives or daughters to 
co-mingle with migrant workers. It should be noted that BWG intends to support a study to 
assess the productivity of the Satellite Factories and make recommendations to improve 
productivity and profitability. 

                                                
24 Several satellite factories use migrant workers as supervisors and “jumpers”. Jumpers are workers who can 
quickly fill-in for Jordanian workers who are absent. 
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Despite the challenges, BWJ is conducting compliance assessments and providing advisory 
services and training to 12 Satellite Factories. According to the Program Manager, the current 
BWJ staffing configuration, including the number of EAs, is adequate to provide the BW 
package of services to all of the factories participating in BWJ. In particular, the buyers like the 
idea of including the Satellite Factories in the BWJ program because it provides some degree of 
certainty that production in the Satellite Factories comply with key ILS and NLL. 

Syrian Refugees 

The United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) estimates that there are 656,400 
Syrian refugees living in Jordan.25 The GOJ has been collaborating with UNHCR and other 
international organizations to facilitate work permits for Syrians as part of a broader livelihood 
strategy. The GOJ set an overall objective in the framework of the International Conference on 
Supporting Syria and the Region, 2016, of creating approximately 200,000 job opportunities for 
Syrian refugees. To support UNHCR’s efforts, the ILO/BWJ agreed to try to employ as many of 
the 2,000 Syrian refugees in the garment sector.  

The goal of employing 2,000 Syrian refugees in the garment sector appears to be more 
challenging than initially envisioned. According to the BWJ Project Manager, there are 
approximately 50 Syrian refugees currently employed.26 The General Secretary for the Leather 
and Garment Sector told the evaluator that many Syrians are concerned that if they find formal 
employment, the UNHCR will stop paying living allowances and they could lose their eligibility 
to legally migrate to Europe or the United States. 

During an interview with the MAS Holdings management team, the Chief Executive Officer 
(CEO) told the evaluator that his company has not been successful in trying to employee Syrian 
refugees. He explained that in addition to being concerned that they might loose refugee status 
benefits, many are not economically motivated to work in the garment sector. He noted that 
during interviews, Syrian refugees told him that they could earn more money performing 
services in the non-formal economy.  

The evaluator believes that if BWJ and its stakeholders were successful at employing 2,000 
Syrian refugees in the garment sector, it would have a minimal impact on BWJ and its ability to 
provide advisory and training services. However, it does not seem like the garment sector will be 
able to meet the 2,000-employment target at least in the short to medium term. 

Relaxing Rules of Origin 

In July 2016, the European Union (EU) and Jordan signed a 10-year agreement stipulating 
“relaxed” rules of origin (ROO) that allows made-in-Jordan products to include more than 70% 
of production inputs from non-local materials. This temporary relaxation of applicable ROO 
would be part of the EU’s support to Jordan in the context of the Syrian crisis. The EU expects 
that the relaxation of the ROO would contribute to the overall objective of creating 

                                                
25 http://data.unhcr.org/syrianrefugees/regional.php 
26 http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/09/syrian-worker-programme-faces-hurdles-jordan-160919073944811.html 
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approximately 200,000 job opportunities for Syrian refugees.27 One of the conditions of the 
agreement, however, is that “no less than 15 per cent of the manpower in any factory that will 
export to the EU should be Syrians and this rate will be raised to 25 per cent in the third year of 
the agreement”.28 

The GOJ is relying heavily on BWJ and its garment sector stakeholders to increase garment 
exports to Europe while employing significant numbers of Syrian refugees. Both ILO and GOJ 
officials told the evaluator that the relaxing the ROO could provide an unprecedented 
opportunity to apply the BW model to other key sectors that would increase exports to the EU 
and create job opportunities for both Jordanians and Syrians. 

It is not clear what affect relaxing the ROO would have on the BWJ program. EU and Jordan 
officials are still working out the details of the agreement. It is also not clear whether companies 
exporting to the EU under the agreement will be able to meet the requirement of having 15% 
(years one and two) and 25% (years three to 10) of their workforce comprised of Syrian 
refugees. However, if the agreement significantly increases the size of current factories (new 
orders from European buyers) or significantly increases the number of new factories exporting to 
Europe, BWJ staffing would have to be increased to respond to the increased demand for its 
services.  

As noted previously, ILO and MOJ officials believe the BW model might be applied to other 
sectors exporting to Europe under the agreement. The evaluator believes applying the BW model 
to other sectors would be a major challenge for a couple of reasons. The BW model and tools 
were designed specifically for the garment and textile sector. Furthermore, since all of the BW 
country programs are focused on the garment and textile sectors, BW does not have experience 
in other sectors. If the ILO and IFC decide to take the unprecedented step of applying the BW 
model to non-garment and textile sectors, the evaluator believes BWJ would have to be 
restructured and new donors identified to fund the undertaking. 

3.4. Efficiency and Resource Use 

To assess the efficiency of the BWJ program, the evaluator conducted analyses of two efficiency 
areas. First, he used a set of efficiency indicators to compare BWJ to the other BW countries. 
Next, the evaluator conducted an expenditure rate analysis to spending efficiencies. Both 
analyses are discussed in the following sections. 

3.4.1. Better Work Jordan Efficiency Analysis 

The evaluator selected 10 BWG indicators that reflect some aspect of efficiency. Of these 10, the 
evaluator focused an efficiency analysis on five indicators that include the number of factories 
per EA, number of assessments per EA between January and December 2015, percent of 
compliance reports delivered on time, per worker cost, and the annual percent of cost recovery. 

                                                
27 http://www.internationaltradecomplianceupdate.com/2016/09/02/eu-jordan-relax-rules-of-origin-for-jordanian-
exporters-employing-syrian-refugees-2/ 
28 www.jordantimes.com/news/local/jordan-eu-relaxed’-rules-origin-deal-goes-effect-10-years 
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These five indicators are presented and highlighted in the Table 10 along with the other five 
indicators that were used to assist in calculating their values. BWG provided these data, which 
cover the period until December 2015.29,30 

The number of factories per EA for Jordan is 10 while the number of factories per EA for the 
other BW countries ranges from seven in Haiti and Nicaragua to 23 in Cambodia. The factory 
per EA ratio is lower in smaller BW countries with fewer participating factories. Jordan, on the 
other hand is considered a mid-size country since it has 73 participating factories. However, the 
number of factories per EA for Jordan is similar to Indonesia and Vietnam that have nine and 11, 
respectively. Indonesia and Vietnam are considered large BW countries since they have 150 and 
369 participating factories, respectively. 

The number of assessments per EA varies from five in Nicaragua to about 17 in Cambodia. In 
general, the smaller BW countries are less efficient than the larger countries when it comes to 
conducting compliance assessments since the number of assessments per EA is a function of the 
number of EAs and the number of factories they cover. However, the only country that is more 
efficient than Jordan (8.43 assessments per EA) is Cambodia with 17.36 assessments per EA. 

Table 10: Comparison of Efficiency Indicators Among BW Country Programs 
BWG Efficiency Indicators Jordan   Haiti Cambodia Nicaragua Indonesia Vietnam 

Number of participating 
factories 73  25 563 26 150 369 

Number of EAs 7  4 25 4 16 33 

Number of factories per EA 10  7 23 7 9 11 

Number of assessments 
between Jan-Dec 2015 59  25 434 19 109 223 

Number of assessments per 
EA Jan-Dec 201531 8.4332  6.25 17.36 4.75 6.81 6.76 

Percent of factories that 
receive report on time Jan-
Dec 2015 

72% 
 

63% 61% 79% 100% 95% 

Total workers in registered 
factories 51,000  36,000 530,965 41,399 293,526 481,301 

Per worker cost in US Dollars  12.44  $22.02   $2.97   $16.96   $3.75   $3.87  

Total program revenue  235,240  $72,845 $1,179,220 $89,841 $727,462 $1,119,684 

Percent annual of cost 
recovery 37% 

 
10% 81% 13% 65% 50% 

                                                
29 Since Better Work Global reports annually on many of its indicators, the analysis is based on the 2015 indicators. 
The 2016 indicators were not available at the time of this report. 
30 Better Work Lesotho is not included in the analysis because the program is in the processing of closing and is no 
longer operational. 
31 The number of assessments per EA is meant to provide a general notion of efficiency. In reality, an assessment is 
typically conducted by two EAs. 
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The percent of compliance reports delivered on time is a measure of how efficient BW programs 
are at producing reports. The percent of reports delivered on time for BWJ is 72%, which is 
similar to Haiti (63%), Cambodia (61%), and Nicaragua (79%). Indonesia and Vietnam on-time 
delivery rates are 100% and 95%, respectively. 

The per worker cost measure is a function of the number of workers in the BW country programs 
and the program’s operating costs. As one might expect, the larger BW countries tend to have 
lower per worker cost than the smaller BW countries. For example, Cambodia, Indonesia, and 
Vietnam have the lowest per worker cost at $2.97, $3.75, and $3.87, respectively. Jordan’s per 
worker cost is $12.44. On the other hand, the costs per worker for Nicaragua, and Haiti are 
$16.96 and $22.02, respectively. 

The percent of annual cost recovery is one of the primary indicators that BWG uses to assess 
financial sustainability. This measure calculates the percent of a country program’s operating 
costs that are recovered through the subscription fees paid by factories and the purchase of the 
assessment reports by buyers. Again, there appears to be a relatively strong correlation between 
the size of the BW program and the percent of cost recovery. The BW program in Cambodia, 
which is recovering 81% of its operating costs, is the only country close to recovering 100% of 
its operating costs. However, it should be noted that BW Cambodia has been operational for 
more than a decade. Indonesia is recovering 65% while Vietnam and Jordan are recovering 50% 
and 37%, respectively. The smaller BW countries are recovering the least. Nicaragua is 
recovering 13% while Haiti is recovering 10%. 

The smaller BW countries appear to be less efficient than the larger BW countries. This is due 
largely to the fact that the countries with large numbers of factories and buyers create economies 
of scale and increased opportunities to generate revenue. Jordan, which can be considered a mid-
size BW country, is performing between the small and large BW countries on per worker cost 
and cost recovery indicators. However, it is performing closer to the large BW countries on the 
number of factories per EA and number of assessments per EA. 

3.4.2. Expenditure Analysis 

The expenditure or distribution rate for outcomes and outputs in the BWJ budget is presented in 
Table 11. As of July 2016, BWJ had spent 62% of its total budget over a 22-month period or 
about 56% of the project’s life of 39 months.33 34 Since there are 17 months or approximately 
44% remaining in the life of the project, it appears that BWJ is slightly overspent by 6%. 

The expenditure rate for Outcome 1, which is 47%, is about 9% less than the target rate of 56%. 
The expenditure rates for its outputs are underspent with the exception of quality assurance, 
which is overspent by about 12%. The expenditure rate for Outcome 2 is 67%, which is 9% more 
than the 56% target rate. Stakeholder engagement, influencing agenda, and operational costs are 
overspent by 18%, 27%, and 5%, respectively while communications is underspent by 23%. 

                                                
33 BWJ distinguishes between actual expenses and encumbrances or committed expenses. For purposes of 
expenditure analysis, the evaluator only included actual expenditures as reported in the BWJ output-based budget 
report. 
34 Project started October 1, 2014 and is scheduled to end in December 31, 2017 
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Table 11: BWJ Budget and Expenditures 
Outcomes and Outputs Budget Actual Percent 

Outcome 1 
1.1. Assessments  $115,953   $57,138  49% 
1.2. Training  $246,458   $112,865  46% 
1.3. Quality assurance  $9,452   $6,425  68% 
1.4. Equipment  $18,023   $5,876  33% 
1.5. Operational costs/staff  $575,531   $272,274 47% 
Total  $965,417   $454,578  47% 
Outcome 2 
2.1. Stakeholder engagement  $57,480   $42,822  74% 
2.2. Influencing agenda  $92,606   $76,582  83% 
2.3. Communications  $20,489   $6,842  33% 
2.4. Impact evaluation  $-   $-  NA 
2.5. Operational costs  $247,256   $152,060  61% 
Total  $417,831   $278,306  67% 
Outcome 3 
3.1. National entity  $-   $-  NA 
3.2. Feasibility study  $-   $-  NA 
3.3. Operational costs  $-  -$57  NA 
Total  $-  -$57  NA 
Personnel 
International  $513,576   $379,559  74% 
National  $387,499   $337,275  87% 
Total  $901,075   $716,834  80% 
Program support 
BWJ program support  $333,628   $205,864  62% 
Contingencies  $23,879   $-  0% 
Security  $61,215   $26,140  43% 
BWG support  $196,955   $107,772  55% 
Total  $615,677   $339,776  55% 
Grand Total  $2,900,000   $1,789,437  62% 

The BWJ budget does not include amounts for Outcome 3, which is the outcome associated with 
establishing a local entity to sustain the BWJ program. As discussed previously, BWJ has 
decided not to establish a local entity that would explain why resources have not been budgeted. 
Nevertheless, the project intends to develop and implement a sustainability plan that will likely 
require resources. Based on the configuration of the current budget and the overspending, it is 
not clear from where the resources to support a sustainability plan would come. 

The personnel category, consisting of international and national salaries, is overspent by 18% 
and 32%, respectively. The program support category is slightly overspent by 6% while the 
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security line item is slightly underspent by 13%. The BWG support cost line item is very close to 
the 56% target rate. 

3.5. Project Management Arrangements 

This section examines the effectiveness of the management arrangements. It specifically assesses 
the project management structure and its adequacy as well as the level of support that BWJ 
receives from BWG and USDOL. 

3.5.1. Project Management Structure and Adequacy 

BWJ has 15 full-time persons charged to the budget. These include Program Manager two EA 
Team Leaders, four EAs, two Bangladeshi consultants, Training Officer, Administration and 
Finance Manager, Administrative Assistant, Finance Assistant, and two drivers. The Bangladeshi 
consultant helps deliver core BW services to workers from Bangladesh and India. BWJ also 
employs a part-time staff that focuses on communications. In addition to the BWJ staff, the 
project is paying the salaries of two labor inspectors seconded to BWJ from the MOL. The 
secondment of the labor inspectors is part of the MOL capacity building strategy. 

According to the Program Manager, the BWJ staffing structure is adequate to serve the factories 
currently enrolled in the BWJ program. The EAs and Training Officer agreed with the Program 
Manager noting that while BWJ staff are stretched, the current number and structure is adequate. 
However, if the relaxing of the ROO increases the number of factories that subscribe to BWJ, the 
number of EAs and possibly support staff would have to be increased. Furthermore, if the ILO 
decides to apply the BW model to other sectors that would export to Europe under the 
agreement, BWJ would need to be restructured and expanded. The ILO would need to find other 
donors to fund the restructured and expanded BWJ model. 

3.5.2. BWG and USDOL Support 

The evaluator discussed the level of support that BWJ receives from BWG and USDOL with the 
Program Manager. The Program Manager told the evaluator that he is satisfied with the level of 
support he receives from both BWG and USDOL. He noted that the technical and financial 
support from BWG is timely and helpful. In addition, BWG provides advice regarding how to 
navigate the ILO bureaucracy that, according to the Program Manager, can be challenging. He 
did, however, note that BWJ would benefit from more financial independence. For example, if 
BWJ had access to the BWG financial system (IRIS), it could generate a variety of financial 
reports such as a budget analysis and revenue generated from selling reports to buyers that could 
support local decision-making. 

The Program Manager told the evaluator that he appreciates the relationship he has with 
USDOL. He did, however, comment that BWJ would benefit from more frequent visits from 
USDOL. He also suggested more frequent telephone calls to discuss key issues. For example, he 
suggested a call with USDOL to discuss achievements, challenges, and other issues reported in 
the TPRs. 
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3.6. Impact Orientation 

The evaluator was not able to empirically measure the impact of the BWJ program because this 
is an implementation evaluation and not an impact evaluation. An impact evaluation would have 
required a rigorous random sample survey and control groups that is beyond the scope of this 
evaluation. To assess impact, the evaluator examined progress BWJ has made in achieving its 
development objective indicators, which are considered impact indicators. He also reviewed the 
BWJ findings of the BW global impact assessment managed by Tufts University. 

3.6.1. BWJ Impact Indicators 

Table 12 shows the change in the project’s impact indicators between the January 2014 and the 
indicator values reported in the latest round of surveys in July 2015. It should be noted that the 
BW impact assessment baseline methodology involved conducting a baseline survey for each 
factory as soon as it joined the program. Thus, baseline surveys were conducted for new factories 
each year from 2010 to 2015. Subsequently, the baseline sample changed over time as new 
factories joined the program. 

The percent of migrant workers reporting increases in remittances increased slightly from 91.5% 
to 91.8% while the percent of workers reporting good life satisfaction increased by 3.7% from 
56.8% to 61.5%. The increases in workers reporting good health outcomes and good living 
environments were more significant. The values for these indicators increased by 10.6% and 
12%, respectively.  

Workers’ income also appears to have increased. Table 12 shows the range of workers income 
from the sample of factories that were assessed at least three times. According to BWG summary 
statistics, workers’ medium income range increased from JD 125-149 to JD 150-174. The impact 
assessment report takes a more comprehensive view of trends in take-home wages and finds a 
treatment effect increasing total weekly pay by JD 14 for Jordanians and JD 9.50 for migrants by 
the sixth year. The impact assessment is discussed in the following section. 

Table 12: BWJ Progress on Impact Indicators 
Development Objective: BWJ will have improved the lives of workers 

Indicator Jan 2014  July 2015 Change 
Percent of migrant workers reporting increase in remittances 
Percent of workers reporting good life satisfaction 
Percent of workers reporting good health outcomes 
Percent of workers reporting good workers’ living environment 
Workers’ income (median income JD) 

91.5% 
56.8% 
49.3% 

80% 
125-149 

91.8% 
61.5% 
59.9% 

92% 
150-174 

+.3% 
+3.7% 

+10.6% 
+12% 
N/A35 

                                                
35 BWG suggest not calculating % change on a range of figures since the distribution within that range for the 
sample is unknown. 
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3.6.2. BW Global Impact Assessment 

BWG commissioned a research team from Tufts University to conduct an independent impact 
assessment focusing on improvements in workers’ lives and enterprise profitability. Since the 
beginning of the BW program, Tufts’ research team has gathered and analyzed survey responses 
from garment workers and factory managers in Haiti, Indonesia, Jordan, Nicaragua and 
Vietnam.36  

Research in Jordan included interviews with 2,357 workers and 324 factory managers. The 
impact assessment identified impact in three key areas: working conditions, factory 
competitiveness, and workers’ lives. These are discussed below. 

Working Conditions 

The impact assessment identified three areas where BWJ improved working conditions. The 
study found that the longer a factory is enrolled in BWJ, the percentage of workers who reported 
that their passports or worker permits were held by the factory decreased. This is an important 
finding since holding worker passports is considered forced labor. BWJ provides supervisor 
training to factories that addresses verbal and sexual harassment. The study found that after the 
supervisor training, reported concerns about sexual harassment decreased by 18 percentage 
points by the sixth year of participation in the BWJ program.37 The study also found that due to 
BWJ’s efforts in negotiating the CBA and unified contract and ensuring compliance, take-home 
wages improved by JD 14 for Jordanian workers and JD 9.50 for migrant workers. 

Factory Competitiveness 

The impact assessment identified two key areas where BWJ contributed to the competitiveness 
of the factories subscribed to the program. The supervisor training mentioned above apparently 
has a significant impact on the productivity of workers when the supervisors are women. The 
study found that productivity increased by 22% in line or area operations supervised by women. 
The supervisor training, which addresses sexual harassment, seems also to have an impact on 
profits. The study discovered a negative relationship between the average profits reported by 
managers and the average level of concern with sexual harassment in the workplace. Thus, the 
BWJ supervisor training and other awareness raising activities decreased the concern with sexual 
harassment, which increased average profits. 

                                                
36 The impact assessment entitled “Progress and Potential: how Better Work is improving workers’ lives and 
boosting factory competitiveness” can be downloaded at the following website: 
http://betterwork.org/blog/portfolio/impact-assessment/ 
37 The baseline sample size was 444. During the baseline survey, thirty percent of the sample reported some type of 
concern regarding sexual harassment. Based on this baseline value, concerns reported increased by 6 percent in year 
1 and by 14 percent in year. After year two, concerns about sexual harassment decreased consecutively by 18 
percent in year 6. For more detail please see: http://betterwork.org/blog/portfolio/impact-assessment/  
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Workers’ Lives 

The BWJ program, according to the impact assessment, has had an impact on workers beyond 
the factory. These include remittances sent home by workers and improvements in health. 
Placement agencies and individuals traditionally charged migrant workers high recruiting fees 
that created a debt burden. BWJ’s efforts to reduce and rationalize the recruiting fees as well as 
help in negotiating the CBA and unified contract contributed to an increase in take-home wages 
as noted above. The impact study found that migrant workers send wage earnings to their 
families to help pay for education and health care. The study also discovered a direct link 
between BWJ program and decreasing worker reports of severe hunger. 

3.7. Sustainability 

The following section assesses the sustainability of the BWJ program. It begins with a discussion 
of the sustainability strategy requirements in the MPG. Next, the BWJ sustainability strategy that 
was developed in 2013 is described. Finally, the challenges and opportunities of BWJ 
sustainability are presented and discussed with a focus on the most feasible and practical way 
forward to sustain key BWJ results and interventions. 

3.7.1. USDOL Sustainability Strategy Requirement 

The 2013-MPG requires a discussion on sustainability and exit strategy. In addition, the MPG 
states “If necessary, grantees must submit a revision to the project document section on 
promoting sustainability within 12 months of award. Grantees will report on the progress of the 
sustainability plan in each of their TPRs.” As discussed previously, BWG did not submit a 
project document for Jordan. Rather, it submitted a Scope of Work summarizing the activities to 
be carried out in Jordan and Cambodia along with the request for additional funding. The Scope 
of Work does not discuss sustainability. 

3.7.2. BWJ Sustainability Strategy 

In 2009-2010, BWJ contracted a local consulting firm, Al Jidara, to research and develop a 
sustainability strategy. The strategy addresses long-term political, managerial, and financial 
sustainability as well as a workplan and monitoring system complete with indicators. The 
cornerstone of the strategy involves establishing a local entity. The strategy concludes that the 
most feasible legal structure would be a not-for-profit organization that would continue to 
provide compliance assessment, advisory services, and training to factories and sell reports to 
buyers. The entity might also provide additional services for national and regional markets. It 
also recommends maintaining a formal relationship with the ILO and the BWG to ensure 
credibility and quality. 

The strategy includes a financial projection of revenue and expenses. The projected cost recovery 
by the end of 2016 is estimated to be 37% and 48% by the end of 2018. The strategy concludes 
that the local entity cannot be self-financing. Rather, financial assistance from the government 
and donor agencies is imperative for the long-term sustainability of the local entity. 
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The establishment of the local entity was built into the BWJ project design, PMP, and budget. 
Outcome 3 and its outputs are primarily focused on establishing the local entity and the transition 
process. The PMP lists a set of indicators for establishing the local entity while the BWJ output 
based budget contains line items related to the activities required to establish and operationalize 
the entity. However, BWJ is not tracking 3 indicators in the PMP and the Outcome 3 outcomes 
and activities are not budgeted. The reason, according to the Program Manager, is that 
establishing a local entity is not feasible because it would be difficult, given the number of 
factories operating in Jordan, to generate sufficient resources to operate a local entity. 
Furthermore, government and industry stakeholders believe that BWJ should remain under the 
ILO to leverage its political influence. 

3.7.3. BWJ Financial Sustainability Potential   

The sustainability strategy described above concluded that since cost recovery would not exceed 
37% by the end of the project, the BWJ program could not be financially sustained without 
funding from the government or other donors. Dalberg-EMC conducted a financial assessment of 
the BWJ in 2014 that arrived at similar conclusions.38 The assessment found the maximum price 
point that factories would be willing to pay for BWJ assessment and advisory services to be 
$7,000 per year that translated into a cost recovery rate of 43%. 

The evaluator conducted a financial analysis of revenue, expenses, and cost recovery rates based 
on current financial information. The following discussion is organized according to sources of 
revenue, operational expenses, and the viability analysis that includes the cost recovery rate. 

Revenue 

The BWJ project generates revenue from three sources that include factory subscription fees, the 
sales of factory reports to buyers, and training services. These revenue sources are discussed 
below. 

Factory Subscriptions. Table 13 shows the amount of revenue that BWJ could generate from 
factory subscriptions based on new BWG pricing. The pricing is based on the number of 
employees shown in the first column. BWG intends to phase in the new pricing over a three-year 
period beginning in 2017. 

Based on the analysis, BWJ should be able to generate $260,625 in 2017 from factory 
subscriptions. Revenue increases to $334,000 in 2018 and to $409,000 in 2019. Pricing for 
factories that employ less than 500 workers does not change over the three-year period. 
However, pricing for factories that employ more than 500 workers increases by about 50% in 
2018 and 2019. The largest increase in revenue results from those factories that employ between 
501 and 2,000 workers. 

                                                
38 Better Work: A Study to Determine Pricing for Labor Monitoring, Advisory, and Training Services, Country 
Assessment for Better Work Jordan, Dalberg-EMC, November 2014. 
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Table 13: Estimated Revenue from Factory Subscriptions by Year 
 2017 2018 2019 

No 
Employees Price No 

Factories Revenue Price No 
Factories Revenue Price No 

Factories Revenue 

Up to 100  $3,125  10  $31,250   $3,125  10  $31,250   $3,125  10  $31,250  

101 - 500  $3,375  24  $81,000   $3,375  24  $81,000   $3,375  24  $81,000  

501 - 1000  $3,625  15  $54,375   $5,500  15  $82,500   $7,250  15  $108,750  
1001 - 2000  $3,875  21  $81,375   $5,750 21 $120,750   $7,750  21  $162,750  

2001 - 3500  $4,125  2  $8,250   $6,000  2  $12,000   $8,250  2  $16,500  

3501 - 5000  $4,375  1  $4,375   $6,500  1  $6,500   $8,750  1  $8,750  

Total 73	   	  $260,625	  	   73	   	  $334,000	  	   73	   	  $409,000	  	  

It should be noted that this analysis assumes that the number of factories subscribed in BWJ 
remains constant at 73, which is realistic since over 90% of factories are currently subscribed to 
BWJ. The evaluator understands that the GOJ intends to add about 20 new Satellite Factories. 
Assuming that 10 Satellite Factories are added in 2018 and another 10 are added in 2019, 
revenue would increase by $32,500 to $366,500 in 2018 and by $65,000 to $474,000 in 2019. 
Adding 20 Satellite Factories, according to the Program Manager, would require hiring two 
additional EAs to deliver the core BW services. The additional EAs would cost approximately 
$80,000 per year. Therefore, adding the 20 Satellite Factories would cost BWJ $62,500. 

Factory Reports. The factory reports that are sold to buyers are another important source of 
revenue for BWJ. BWG has recently revised its pricing policy that includes projected increases. 
The pricing for BW buyer partners is based on total annual apparel revenue and the number of 
factories the buyer has in BW countries. The pricing for BW buyer partners is based on the 
number of factories supplying to the buyer that are subscribed to BW in a particular country. The 
BWG pricing policy calls for about a 25% increase in pricing for buyer partners over a three-year 
period. 

According to BWG, BWJ generated $42,512 from selling reports to 22 buyers that include 12 
buyer partners and 10 buyer participants.  The average amount of revenue generated per buyer 
comes to $1,932. Table 14 shows the number of buyers, the average price, and anticipated 
revenue. The evaluator assumes that the number of buyers purchasing reports would remain at 
about 22 where it has remained for the past three years. Based on interviews and the fact that 
nearly 100% of factories are subscribed to BWJ, the evaluator does not believe the number of 
buyers will significantly increase in the near future. 

Table 14: Estimated Revenue from Buyers by Year 
2017 

Number Buyers Average Cost Revenue 
22 $2,415 $53,130 

2018 
Number Buyers Average Cost Revenue 
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22 $3,019 $66,413 
2019 

Number Buyers Average Cost  Revenue 
22 $3,773 $83,016 

The evaluator also assumes an average increase in the cost per report of 25% based on the new 
BWG pricing policy. Based on these assumptions, BWJ should be able to generate $53,130 in 
2017, $66,413 in 2018, and $83,016 in 2019. 

Training Services. Since training is included in the bundle of services provided to factories, BWJ 
has not recently charged factories for training services. Beginning in 2017, BWJ intends to 
charge factories for supervisor and sexual harassment prevention training. It expects to generate 
between $5,000 and $7,000 in revenue for these services. 

Expenses 

Table 15 shows the projected operational expenses for 2017. Operational expenses are those 
expenses that fund the implementation of BWJ core services (direct expenses) or support 
(indirect expenses) the implementation of those services.  The operational expenses consist of 
$630,580 of direct expenses and $399,914 of indirect expenses. The total projected BWJ 
operational budget amounts to $1,030,494. It should be noted that in addition to operational 
expenses, the BWJ budget includes expenses to develop the garment sector and for business 
development. For purposes of the following sustainability analysis, the evaluator used only the 
operational expenses. 

Table 15: BWJ 2017 Estimated Operational Budget 
Line Item Direct Indirect Total 

International Personnel    $182,671   $182,671  
National Personnel  $415,381   $54,000   $469,381  
Administration Personnel   $40,800   $31,200   $72,000  
National Consultant  $135,117     $135,117  
Transportation  $30,730      $30,730  
Interpretation  $8,552     $8,552  
Office Expenses    $36,314   $36,314  
Office Rental    $35,898   $35,898  
Office Utilities/Sundries    $14,633   $14,633  
Security Expenses    $45,198   $45,198  
Total  $630,580   $399,914  $1,030,494  

Viability Analysis 

Table 16 shows projections for revenue and expenses as well as the projected deficit and cost 
recovery ration. The revenue projections come from the calculation of factory subscription fees, 
sale of factory reports, and training service described above. The operational expenses come 
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from the estimated 2017 BWJ operational budget. Since one of BWJ’s sustainability strategies is 
to control costs, the evaluator did not assume additional operational expenses. He did, however, 
assume a 4% increase per year for salary increments and inflation. 

In 2017, total revenue is expected to be $318,755 while expenses are expected to be $1,030,494. 
The anticipated deficit is $711,739 while the cost recovery rate for 2017 is 31%. The revenue 
increases to $406,413 in 2018 while the operational expenses increase to $1,071,714 resulting in 
a deficit of $665,302. The expected cost recovery rate is 38%. In 2019, the revenue and 
operational expenses increase to $499,016 and $1,114,528, respectively. The anticipated deficit 
is $615,566 and the cost recovery rate is 45%. The projected increased in revenue from 2017 to 
2019 is due primarily to increases in pricing for the factory subscriptions and buyer partner 
membership that includes access to factory compliance reports. 

Table 16: Projected Revenue, Expenses, Deficits, and Cost Recovery Rates by Year 
2017 

Revenue Expenses Deficit Recovery 

Source Amount Item Amount Amount Ratio 

Factory Fees $260,625 Direct $630,580   

Factory Reports $53,130 Indirect $399,914 

Training $5,000  

Total $318,755 Total $1,030,494 (711,739) 31% 

2018 

Revenue Expenses Deficit Recovery 

Source Amount Item Amount Amount Ratio 

Factory Fees $334,000 Direct $655,803   

Factory Reports $66,413 Indirect $415,911 

Training $6,000  

Total $406,413 Total $1,071,714 (665,302) 38% 

2019 

Revenue Expenses Deficit Recovery 

Source Amount Item Amount Amount Ratio 

Factory Fees $409,000 Direct $682,035   

Factory Reports $83,016 Indirect $432,547 

Training $7,000   

Total $499,016 Total $1,114,582 (615,566) 45% 

This analysis and anticipated cost recovery rate is consistent with the findings in the BWJ 
sustainability strategy and Dalberg-EMC assessment discussed previously. It also supports the 
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previous conclusion that BWJ will not be self-sustaining in the near to medium-term future. BWJ 
will need at least $700,000 per year to remain operational from 2017 to 2019. 

3.7.4. BWJ Sustainability Strategy Building Blocks 

Although BWJ does not have an updated written sustainability strategy, the project is 
implementing measures to help sustain aspects of the BWJ program. According to the Program 
Manager, the current BWJ sustainability strategy consists of four primary approaches. The first 
is to increase the cost recovery ratio by increasing revenue while decreasing expenses. The 
Program Manager believes that a relatively high cost recovery ratio would help attract funding 
from potential donors. The second approach involves building the capacity of the labor 
inspectors to conduct high quality inspections through periodic coordination meetings, trainings, 
and the secondment of labor inspectors to BWJ. The third is building the capacity of the GTU to 
effectively communicate with migrant workers and address their needs and implement a training 
of trainer (TOT) approach to reach workers with labor rights and other key information. The 
fourth approach involves building the capacity of employers’ associations to effectively promote 
Jordan’s garment sector globally. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS  

The following conclusions represent what the evaluator has “concluded” from the analysis of the 
findings and are organized according to the six evaluation sections: project design and 
performance monitoring; relevance to the needs and expectations of stakeholders; progress and 
effectiveness; efficiency and use of resources; management arrangements; impact orientation; 
and sustainability. 

4.1. Project Design and Performance Monitoring 

• The BWJ project document did not contain a results framework describing the Theory of 
Change and showing the relationships and linkages between objectives and outputs as 
stipulated in the MPG. 

• The PMP does not fully meet the requirements for PMP as stipulated in the MPG because it 
does not include indicator definitions, unit of measure, frequency of data collection, and 
persons or offices responsible for collecting the data. 

• The BWJ outcomes and outputs meet the MPG guidance. The BWG indicators have been 
integrated into the BWJ design and PMP and are accurate measures of progress towards 
outputs and outcomes.  

• Outcome 3 and its outputs and indicators focus on establishing a local entity as BWJ’s 
sustainability strategy. This outcome, outputs, and indicators are not longer valid since BWJ 
does not intend to establish the local entity. 

4.2. Expectations and Needs of Key Stakeholders 

• Key stakeholders believe that the BW approach consisting of compliance assessments, 
advisory services, and training is highly effective. They believe that BWJ has helped 
factories comply with ILS and NLL. 

• The MOL would be interested in working with BWJ to adapt the BW model and apply it to 
the QIZs. The aspects of the BW model would include a more comprehensive factory 
inspection, advisory services, and training. The approach would assist the MOL to focus on 
prevention, early remediation, and transparency at the first-line approach before issuing fines. 

• Government and industry stakeholders do not agree with public disclosure. They believe 
publically disclosing factories that are not complying with ILS and NLL would damage the 
reputation and image of the garment sector in Jordan and have a negative impact on 
investment. The GTU, on the other hand, supports public disclosure. The GTU believes that 
factories that do not comply with ILS and NLL should be named and eventually closed if 
they do not comply. 

• Stakeholders believe the BWJ Buyers’ Forum is an effective mechanism to create linkages 
between factories and buyers. They recommend inviting more buyers, which provide more 
opportunities for factories increase orders and grow. They also recommend expanding the 
Buyers’ Forum to include buyers from Europe within the context of the EU relaxing the 
ROO initiative. 
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• The Chamber of Industry and JGATE believe that BWJ should do more to increase the 
number of Jordanians employed in the garment sector. They suggested training centers to 
attract and prepare Jordanians for employment in the sector. They also believe BWJ should 
play a proactive role in addressing non-compliance or ameliorating issues such as conditions 
that could lead to strikes and work stoppages. 

• Overall, factory managers believe the compliance assessment reports are accurate but do not 
agree with all of the findings. They believe that NLL, which the BW assessment is based on, 
is outdated and contributes to distortions. An example is the numbers of medical and OSH 
specialists required by NLL that managers believe is excessive. Factory managers also 
believe that the reports do not give factories credit for addressing non-compliance. Some 
believe BWJ should translate the reports to Arabic and provide cross-culture training for 
workers and supervisors. 

• Co-workers, with the support of the GTU, have elected the majority of PICC worker 
representatives. The role of the worker representatives appears to be limited to identifying 
issues or problems in the workplace and bringing them to the attention of factory 
management. In most cases, they are not involved in developing the improvement plans. The 
most serious problems noted are verbal harassment by supervisors and poor quality of food. 
Language also hinders the PICCs since worker representatives speak several languages 
including Arabic, Bangla, Sinhalese, Hindi, and Nepali. 

• There is confusion regarding GTU membership. Approximately 30% to 40% of migrant 
workers interviewed did not realize they belonged to the GTU and were having JD .50 
deducted from their wages for membership dues. Other migrant workers are aware that they 
are members of the GTU but believe they were not given an option of not joining. The 
majority of Jordanian workers interviewed knew they were members of the GTU and say 
they had the option of joining. Part of the confusion might be attributed to the lack of GTU 
capacity to communicate with migrant workers in their native language. 

• Virtually all workers that were interviewed or observed own a mobile phone and have a 
Facebook or other social media account. Workers use their Facebook accounts to 
communicate with family and friends. Social media platforms such as Facebook could 
provide an unprecedented opportunity to communicate with and disseminate key labor-
related information to workers.  

• The buyers believe that BWJ is making an important contribution to improving compliance 
with both ILS and NLL in Jordan. They credit the BWJ program for effectively addressing 
sexual and verbal harassment by supervisors as well as improving social dialogue. 

4.3. Progress and Effectiveness  

• In general, the project is on track to achieve its indicator targets. It should be noted that the 
evaluator was unable to calculate achievement or completion rates for some indicators 
because the project did not set targets (primarily in the first half of 2015). In addition, the 
majority of the indicators for Outcome 3 are no longer valid since BW does not intend to 
establish a local entity. 
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• An analysis of BWJ compliance assessment findings did not demonstrated sustained 
improvement in non-compliance. The average non-compliance rates for the majority of 
compliance areas do not demonstrate a sustained downward trend as might be expected. 

• PAC members believe that the committee is not as effective as it could be. They believe it 
should meet every month instead of every three to four months. They also believe the 
committee should be more involved in decision-making and develop mechanism to monitor 
decisions and actions steps to ensure they are implemented. 

• The GTU believes the PICCs are ineffective because worker representatives are intimidated 
by manage. Factory managers, on the other hand, believe the PICCs are effective and have 
contributed to social dialogue. 

• BWJ is providing services in 12 Satellite Factories. However, factory managers acknowledge 
that Satellite Factories are not yet profitable. The reasons include unskilled Jordanian 
workers, high absenteeism, and high worker turnover.  BWG intends to support a study to 
examine the productivity of Satellite Factories and make recommendations to improve 
profitability. This study should shed light on the state of productivity and the potential for 
becoming profitable. 

• In July 2016, the EU and Jordan signed a 10-year agreement stipulating “relaxed” ROO. One 
of the conditions of the agreement is that 15% of the workers in any factory that would 
export to the EU should be Syrians. The target is to employ 2,000 Syrian refugees in the 
Jordanian garment sector. Syrian refugees appear not to be interested in formal employment 
because they are concerned that they might lose benefits from UNHCR and the possibility to 
migrate to Europe or the United States. Some refugees believe they can earn more in the 
informal sector. 

4.4. Efficiency and Use of Resources 

• When compared to other BW country programs, BWJ is efficient in terms of the number of 
factories an EA covers, the number of assessments conducted by an EA, and the percent of 
factories that receive a report on time. BWJ’s cost recovery rate is 37%, which is between the 
large and small BW countries. 

• BWJ is overspent by about 6%. Outcome 1 is underspent by 9% while Outcome 2 is 
overspent by about 11%. Outcome 3 is not budgeted because BWJ has decided it is not 
feasible to establish a local entity. However, it will need resources to implement a new 
sustainability strategy. In addition to the outcomes, the international and national line items 
are overspent by 18% and 32%, respectively, which is high and should be managed. 

4.5. Management Arrangements 

• The current staffing structure appears adequate to serve the factories currently enrolled in the 
BWJ program. If the relaxing of the ROO increases the number of factories that subscribe to 
BWJ, the number of EAs and possibly support staff would have to be increased. 
Furthermore, if the ILO decides to apply the BW model to other sectors that would export to 
Europe under the agreement, the BWJ Program Manager and staff would be overstretched. 
BWG would need to hire additional staff and restructure the program. 
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• The BWJ Program Manager is satisfied with the level of support he receives from BWG and 
USDOL. He would, however, like to have more frequent visits from USDOL as well as 
quarterly telephone calls to discuss the main points in the TPRs. 

4.6. Impact Orientation 

• The heart and soul of the BW Theory of Change is that improving compliance with ILS and 
NLL will improve the lives of workers. However, as noted previously, the average non-
compliance rates for the majority of compliance areas do not demonstrate a sustained 
downward trend as might be expected. 

• BWJ staff and key stakeholders believe the average non-compliance rates have not 
demonstrated a sustained downward trend for several reasons. One is outdated labor law such 
as daycare and numbers of medical and OSH personnel requirements. Another is changing 
BWG guidance and NLL such as new minimum wages that treated Jordanian workers 
differently or a BWG focus on assessing factories against NLL for disabilities. The third is 
reason is the signing of the CBA, which requires factories to abide by a range of new 
provisions that some are struggling to implement. 

• Government and industry stakeholders believe that non-compliance in factories has 
significantly improved as a result of BWJ interventions. Most workers also believe that 
working conditions have improved in their factories. 

4.7. Sustainability 

• BWG did not submit a sustainability strategy as stipulated in the MPG. BWJ developed a 
sustainability strategy in 2009 that focused on establishing a local entity. However, BWJ 
eventually decided that a local entity could not generate sufficient resources to continue to 
operate. In addition, key stakeholders opine that BWJ should remain a part of the ILO BWG 
program to more effectively leverage political support. 

• Revenue and expense projections based on a new BWG pricing strategy, suggests that BWJ 
would not be able to recover more than 45% of its operational expenses and, thus, would 
require at least 55% or approximately $700,000 of funding to remain operational. A new 
sustainability strategy would likely need to include an approach of identifying new donors. 

• Although BWJ does not have a written sustainability strategy and plan, it is pursuing a four 
pronged approach. The first is to increase revenue while decreasing costs, which would 
improve the cost recovery rate and hopefully make BWJ more attractive to donors. The 
second is to build the capacity of the MOL to conduct more effective labor inspections and 
implement key BW tools. The third is to build the capacity of the GTU to more effectively 
communicate with and serve workers. The fourth is to build the capacity of the employers’ 
associations to effectively promote the Jordan garment sector globally. 
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1. Develop New Sustainability Strategy 

BWJ should develop an updated sustainability strategy. The sustainability strategy that BWJ 
developed in 2010 is obsolete since establishing a national entity is not feasible. The 
sustainability strategy should be built on the project’s efforts to (1) increase revenue and 
decrease expenses; (2) build the capacity of the MOL to improve the quality of its inspections of 
the garment factories; (3) build the capacity of the GTU to effectively communicate with and 
address the needs of migrant workers and use a training of trainer (TO) approach to reach 
workers with labor rights information: and (4) build the capacity of employer’s associations to 
promote the Jordan garment sector globally. 

In addition to seconding labor inspectors to BWJ, the project should consider a strategy to 
transfer BW tools and skills (as appropriate) to the 25 labor inspectors responsible for the QIZs. 
The transfer process could be implemented through a series of workshops and joint factory visits 
where labor inspectors initially shadow EAs and later conduct joint assessments, advisory visits, 
and selected trainings with the EAs. Before embarking on this initiative, BWJ should consult and 
inform key stakeholders including the factories and buyers through a series of meetings or 
workshops. 

In addition to increasing revenue and decreasing expenses and building MOL capacity, BWJ 
should develop a strategy to attract new donors. As discussed in the sustainability section, BWJ 
is not financially sustainability. It will require donors to provide approximately 50% to 60% of 
its operational resources. USDOL funding ends in December 2017. Since it is not clear whether 
USDOL will continue to fund BWJ and at what level, it would behoove BWJ to diversify its 
donor base. 

The sustainability plan should be developed by January 2017, which would give the project 
approximately a year to implement it. The project should not wait until the end of the grant to 
address sustainability. The project might consider a series of two to three workshops or meetings 
with key stakeholders to develop the strategy in early 2017. 

5.2. Revise Outcomes 2 and 3, the PMP, and Budget 

BWJ should work with the USDOL Grants Officer Representative and Monitoring and 
Evaluation Coordinator to revise Outcome 3, the PMP, and budget to reflect the new 
sustainability strategy. Outcome 3 and its outputs and activities currently refer to establishing a 
local entity while most of the indicators for Outcome 3 in the PMP measure progress towards 
establishing the local entity. The BWJ output-based budget does not have amounts budgeted for 
Outcome 3. BWJ should use the new sustainability strategy to develop a revised Outcome 3 
along with outputs and activities. It should also develop a new set of indicators and targets and 
allocate funds in the budget for the revised Outcome 3 that would focus on sustainability. BWJ 
should also revise Outcome 2 that would involve deleting Outcome 2.5 (Worker Center) and 
making the corresponding changes to the PMP and budget.  
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5.3. Validate Information in the PMP 

BWJ should validate the information in the PMP before submitting to USDOL. The evaluator 
noted missing information in some cases and inconsistencies between the PMP and information 
provided by BWG. For future submissions of the TPR/PMP, BWJ should (1) ensure that targets 
are set for all indicators; (2) include compliance rates for those indicators for Outcome 1; (3) 
include the changes in trainee knowledge for those indicators for Outcome 1 once surveys are 
conducted; (4) confirm the number of buyer partners and buyers that contribute to BWJ training 
and technical services and clarify whether these are cumulative or non-cumulative indicators; (5) 
and ensure that the financial indicators such as revenue, cost per worker, and cost recovery rates 
are accurate and consistency with the BWG data for these indicators. 

5.4. Empower the PAC 

BWJ should continue to empower the PAC to increase its effectiveness and create ownership 
among the key stakeholders. The goal should be to evolve the PAC from an advisory committee 
to one that is more involved in key decisions. An empowered PAC should help increase the 
effectiveness of the BWJ program and support its sustainability.  

The PAC empowerment process should involve three aspects. The first is to define those 
decisions that can be made locally. Certain aspects of the BW program are standardized and 
cannot be modified such as the CAT and reporting. However, the PAC might be involved in 
decisions regarding addressing non-compliance in factories or gaps in NLL. The PAC might 
participate in and make decisions regarding buyers’ forums and other key events to promote the 
Jordan garment sector. 

A second aspect would be to develop an effective mechanism for monitoring or tracking key 
decisions and action steps identified by the PAC. This would likely involve appointing the 
appropriate PAC member to be responsible for implementing the decision or action step and 
reporting to the committee on a regular basis. The mechanism might also include a master list 
with all decisions or action steps listed along with the person responsible and status that one of 
the PAC members manages and reports on during each PAC meeting.  

The third aspect would be to hold PAC meetings every month instead of every three to four 
months. More frequent meetings would reduce the amount of time between meetings and keep 
issues fresher. More frequent meetings would also support the monitoring mechanism described 
in the previous paragraph. 

5.5. Strengthen and Expand PICCs 

BWJ should continue to strengthen existing PICCs and help establish and facilitate them in those 
factories that do not yet have PICCs. BWJ has made progress in establishing PICCs in 40 
factories (53%) including working with the GTU and factory management to organize elections. 
The PICCs have been trained in their roles and responsibilities and seem to be meeting regularly 
to discuss and address non-compliance issues. It appears, based on interviews with eight PICCs, 
that the role of the worker representatives is limited to identifying and bringing issues to the 
attention of management to be resolved. Factory management does not appear to be reviewing 
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the results of the compliance assessment with worker representatives and involving them in 
developing improvement plans.  

One way to strengthen the PICCs would be for BWJ to increase the participation of worker 
representatives through additional PICC training. The training might focus on ways factory 
management can allow and encourage worker representatives to review the results of the 
compliance assessments, participate in the development of the improvement plans, and address 
non-compliance issues. Another way to strengthen the PICCs would be to develop an effective 
mechanism to communicate to workers on how the PICC is addressing non-compliance. One 
possible mechanism is social media, which is discussed in more detail under Recommendation 
5.10. 

5.6. Support Public Disclosure In Jordan 

USDOL should continue to persuade key government and industry stakeholders in Jordan to 
support public reporting or disclosure. BWG anticipates that by the end of 2016, all factories 
participating in the BW country programs, including Jordan, will have their names and 
compliance findings reported on a website. BWG is promoting public disclosure because 
research shows that it increases compliance across the sector, improves the sector’s reputation, 
and helps factories retain buyers. It also helps the labor ministries focus scarce resources on 
inspections and remediation. BWJ envisions reporting on the core international labor standards, 
wages, worker safety, social dialogue, fire safety, and worker accommodation. 

However, as noted in this evaluation report, government and industry stakeholders are opposed 
to public disclosure. They believe public disclosure could damage the reputation and image of 
the garment sector in Jordan and eventually reduce orders from buyers that would affect exports. 
These stakeholders prefer an approach of transparency and disclosure among government, 
industry, and trade union stakeholders but not full public disclosure. 

The evaluator understands that BWJ is working to persuade stakeholders in Jordan to support 
public disclosure where factories would have their names and compliance findings on certain 
critical issues reported on a website. USDOL and the US Embassy should continue to support 
BWJ and its public disclosure efforts. This might include using the USDOL BWJ grant funds to 
implement activities (meetings, workshops) that demonstrate the benefits of public disclosure as 
well as communications from the appropriate USDOL and US Embassy officials and their 
participation in meetings and other events to discuss the advantages and business benefits of 
public closure. 

5.7. Clarify Union Membership and Deduction of Fees 

BWJ should work with the MOL, GTU, and JGATE to clarify GTU membership and payment of 
fees and communicate this to workers and factory managers. Some workers are not aware that 
they belong to the GTU and that fees are deducted from their wages. Other workers believe that 
GTU membership is obligatory. Article 3 on Union Membership in the CBA states that any 
employee has the right to become a member of the GTU, which would suggest the worker has an 
option to join the union. Article 9 on Deductions, however, states that enterprises shall deduct 
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monthly membership dues in the amount of JD .50 and them in the union’s bank account. Article 
9 seems to suggest membership is automatic. 

Once BWJ, MOL, GTU, and JGATE clarify Articles 3 and 9 in the CBA, they should develop a 
clear statement on union membership and fees and communicate it consistently to workers. The 
statement can be handed out to PICC worker representatives to disseminate to co-corkers and 
posted on factory and dormitory bulletin boards. It can also be communicated to workers via 
social media, which is discussed in more detail under Recommendation 5.10. 

5.8. Agree on Use of BWJ Personnel for New Sector Development 

USDOL should discuss and reach an agreement with BWG on the use of BWJ personnel to enter 
new sectors. BWG is in the process of developing a plan for BWJ to enter into new sectors 
covered by the EU-Jordan agreement that will relax the ROO for Jordanian products exported to 
EU countries. In addition, BWJ has helped oversee a study that mapped high potential sectors 
that would be candidates to enter. At the same time, USDOL’s expectation is that full-time BWJ 
personnel charged to the USDOL grant should be dedicated 100% to the project.  

If BWG decides to move forward with a plan to expand BWJ to other sectors, BWG and USDOL 
should be clear if and how BWJ personnel charged to the USDOL grant would be used and the 
affect it might have on achieving the project’s objectives. Developing ground rules for the use of 
BWJ personnel at this point would help avoid misunderstandings later. 

5.9. Agree on Budget Allocations and Expenditure Rates 

USDOL should review the output-based budget allocations and expenditure rates with BWG and 
decide if any adjustments should be made during the last year of the project, which is schedule to 
end in December 2017. Potential topics for discussion would include sustainability, personnel, 
and BWG support. The current budget does not include funds for Outcome 3, which is the 
sustainability objective. If a new sustainability strategy is developed (Recommendation 1), it will 
require funds. 

5.10. Increase Communication Between USDOL and BWJ 

USDOL Grants Officer Representative should organize quarterly telephone calls with the BWJ 
Program Manager and the USDOL Monitoring and Evaluation Coordinator, as appropriate, to 
discuss project advances, challenges, and current events in the country that might affect 
implementation. The telephone calls should be scheduled to correspond with the receipt of the 
TPRs, which can be used to drive the conversation. USDOL might also use the conversation to 
discuss the budget and expenditure rates as well as the progress on meeting targets, entering new 
sectors under the relaxing ROO agreement and any effect it is having on project implementation. 

5.11. Use Social Media to Disseminate Information 

BWJ should develop a strategy to use social media to disseminate information to workers and 
transfer the strategy to key stakeholders including the MOL, JGATE, GTU, and PICCs. Virtually 
all workers have a mobile telephone and use social media to communicate with family and 
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friends. The most popular social media platforms are Facebook and WhatsApp. The BWJ 
communications specialist or another social media consultant could help convert important 
information to platform friendly content that is fun to read in workers’ languages. Information 
that could be communicated includes the CBA, labor rights, labor law amendments, compliance 
assessment results, PICC improvement plans, and PICC election procedures (for those factories 
in the process of establishing PICCs). Once the social media strategy is developed and tested, it 
should be transferred to key stakeholders so it can be sustained. 

The evaluator understands that language is a challenge since workers communicate in several 
different languages. However, according to the Bangladesh Embassy, 40% of the workers are 
Bangladeshi (25,000). Another 25% of workers are Jordanian.39 BWJ could reach 65% of the 
total garment sector workers in their native languages of Bangla and Arabic. Furthermore, BWJ 
has the in-house capability to produce content for social media platforms by using its EAs and 
Bangladeshi consultants. BWJ might pilot a social media strategy in Bangla and Arabic and, if 
effective, expand it to Sinhalese and Hindi. 

  

                                                
39 25% is based on the MOL requirement for factories to employ 25% Jordanians. Many Jordanians are employed in 
satellite factories. However, the main factories also employ Jordanians. 
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Annex A: Terms of Reference 

TERMS of REFERENCE 
for the 

Independent Interim Evaluation 
of 

ILO/IFC Better Work Jordan Project 

 

Cooperative Agreement Number: IL-21187-10-75-K  

Financing Agency: 
Grantee Organization: 

Dates of Project Implementation: 

U.S. Department of Labor 
International Labor Organization 

October 1, 2014 to December 31, 2017 

Type of Evaluation: Independent Interim Evaluation 

Evaluation Field Work Dates: August 29 to September 10, 2016 

Preparation Date of TOR: July 20 to July 29, 2016 

Total Project Funds from USDOL 
Based on Cooperative Agreement(s): US $2.9 million 

Vendor for the Evaluation Contract: O’Brien & Associates International, Inc. 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS 

ACTEMP ILO Bureau for Employers’ Activities 
ACTRAV ILO Bureau for Workers’ Activities 
BW Better Work 
BWJ Better Work Jordan 
CAT Compliance Assessment Tool 
EA Enterprise Advisor 
IFC International Finance Corporation 
ILO International Labor Organization 
ILS International Labor Standards 
LFA Logical Framework Approach 
M&E Monitoring and Evaluation 
MOL Ministry of Labor 
MPG Management Procedures & Guidelines 
NORMES ILO Bureau for International Labor Standards 
OSH Occupational Safety and Health  
PAC Project Advisory Committee   
PICC Performance Implementation Compliance Committee 
PMP Performance Monitoring Plan 
RBM Results Based Management 
STAR Supply Chain Tracking Remediation Tool 
TOR Terms of Reference 
US United States 
USG United States Government 
USDOL  United States Department of Labor 
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Introduction 

The U.S. Department of Labor (USDOL) has contracted O’Brien & Associates International, Inc. 
to undertake an evaluation of second phase of the Better Work Jordan (BWJ) Program. BWJ is a 
three-year, $2.9 million project implemented by the International Labor Organization (ILO) that 
was funded by USDOL in 2014.  The U.S. Agency funded the first phase of the program for 
International Development (USAID) in 2008.  This evaluation is intended to identify effective 
practices, mechanisms and partnerships, strengthen the project’s interventions and results, and 
assess the prospects for sustaining them beyond the life of the project. 

The following Terms of Reference (TOR) serves as the framework and guidelines for the 
evaluation. It is organized according to the following sections. 

! Background of the Project 

! Purpose, Scope, and Audience 

! Evaluation Questions 

! Evaluation Management and Support 

! Roles and Responsibilities 

! Evaluation Methodology 

! Evaluation Milestones and Timeline 

! Deliverables and Deliverable Schedule 

! Evaluation Report 

Background of the Project  

BWJ aims to improve competitiveness of the industry by enhancing economic performance at 
the enterprise level and by improving compliance with Jordanian labor law and the principles of 
the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. BWJ combines external 
enterprise assessments with enterprise advisory and training services to support practical 
improvements through workplace cooperation. It is an industry-based scheme designed to work 
at the enterprise level. Enterprises can use the Better Work Supply Chain Tracking and 
Remediation Tool (STAR) to demonstrate compliance performance and corrective actions to 
their international buyers. This allows buyers to reduce their own auditing and redirect resources 
toward fixing problems.  

BWJ has three components consisting of enterprise assessments and advisory services, 
stakeholder engagement and sustainability, and knowledge management and impact. The goal or 
development objective of BWJ is to support decent work and improve workers’ lives in the 
apparel sector. The project has the following three Outcomes: 
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1. Monitoring compliance with national labor law and international labor standards; 
2. Strengthening the government’s ability to conduct labor inspections; and,  
3. Increasing the capacity of worker and employer representatives to engage in social 

dialogue. 

The project intends to achieve a range of outcomes for workers, enterprises, and the textile and 
apparel sector. These outcomes are summarized below. 

Outcome 1. BWJ’s assessment, advisory and training services have been a driver of change 
towards higher compliance with national labor law and international labor standards. 

Outcome 2. Better Work has extended its impact beyond the factory level so that the industry 
becomes more stable in the long-term and contributes more to the Jordanian economy and 
society. 

Outcome 3. Better Work Jordan has been transformed into a viable local entity under national 
leader-ship, supervised by the ILO. 

Purpose, Focus, and Audience of Evaluation 

USDOL-funded projects are subject to independent mid-term and final evaluations. This 
evaluation of the BWJ project is occurring three years after the final evaluation of the USAID-
funded Phase 1 of the program and more than one year before the current grant funding from 
USDOL ends. The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the effectiveness and relevance of the 
program’s current strategies and interventions, as well as to evaluate the potential for the 
sustainability of those interventions and results undertaken by the project to date and identify 
concrete steps the project might take to help increase its impact and ensure sustainability.  

The evaluation will focus data collection primarily on selected project documents and reports 
and interviews with key project personnel, partners, and stakeholders in Jordan. The project will 
be evaluated through the lens of a diverse range of international and national stakeholders that 
participate in and are intended to benefit from the project’s interventions.    

The primary audiences of the evaluation are USDOL and the ILO. USDOL and ILO intend to 
use the evaluation report to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the project design and 
implementation and identify effective principles, practices or services that should be adopted or 
continued by the Government of Jordan and/or other key stakeholders after the project ends. 

The primary stakeholders of the evaluation are USDOL, ILO, the Government of Jordan and the 
constituents in Jordan. The ILO, the tripartite constituents and other parties involved in the 
execution of the project would use, as appropriate, the evaluation findings and lessons learned. 
The evaluation findings, conclusions and recommendations will also serve to inform 
stakeholders in the design and implementation of subsequent projects in the country and 
elsewhere as appropriate. 

Evaluation Questions   
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To serve these purposes, while addressing issues on the validity of the project’s design, relevance 
of services to the target groups, efficiency and effectiveness of the implementation and the 
impact of results, this evaluation will focus on the potential for sustainability.  The evaluation 
will respond to these questions and potential additional questions as determined by the 
stakeholders and evaluator before the fieldwork begins. The evaluator may also identify further 
points of importance during the mission that may be included in the analysis as appropriate.   

Validity of the project design 

1. Was the project design logical and coherent? Does the project design meet the ILO-
USDOL MPG guidance on project design? 

2. How appropriate and useful are the indicators tracked in the project’s performance 
monitoring plan (PMP)?  How can the indicators and monitoring tools (PMP) be adjusted 
to better monitor efforts under the upcoming sustainability phase of the project? 

Relevance and strategic fit 

3. To what extent do the project's objectives and strategies meet the needs of key 
stakeholders including apparel sector workers, producers, the Government of Jordan, 
social partners, and international buyers? Have the needs of these stakeholders changed 
since the beginning of the project in ways that affect the relevance of the program? 

Project progress and effectiveness 

4. Is the project on track to complete the project targets according to schedule? If not, what 
have been the obstacles to achievement both in terms of factors that the project is able to 
influence and external factors beyond its control? 

5. How is the extension to cover Satellite Factories affecting the effectiveness of the 
program and the BW Team? Also, how is the pressure to incorporate Syrian refugees into 
the factories affecting the delivery of services? Is the team big enough to absorb the 
political and sector demands? Is the CTA able to cover all the current political attention 
and not lose focus on implementation?  

Efficiency of resource use 

6. Is the project on track to expend its resources according to schedule (rate of 
expenditures)? Are project resources spent exclusively on BW activities and overall cost? 
How efficient is the BW Jordan program compared to other BW country programs? 

Effectiveness of management arrangements 

7. Is the project adequately staffed and organized for the transition to sustainability period?  
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8. To what extent do management capacities and support from DOL and BW Global 
support the achievement of results?  

Effectiveness of Better Work core services 

9. To what degree have workers participated in the PICC (or equivalent workers-
management structure at the factory level) formation and implementation process? Has 
the nature of social dialogue in the participating factories in the project changed because 
of the implementation of the project advisory activities? What are the challenges to 
worker participation, and how might they be overcome as the project transitions into its 
sustainability and exit strategy phase?  

10. The mid-term evaluation recommended that BWJ should increase worker participation in 
and effectiveness of PICC meetings. To what extent and in what ways did the project 
follow-up on this recommendation? 

Impact orientation and sustainability, including effectiveness of stakeholder engagement 

11. What impact has BWJ had on factory level compliance with international labor standards 
and national labor law? Has overall factory compliance improved? Are there compliance 
areas where factories have not demonstrated improvements? Please explain. 

12. What is the nature of the commitment from national stakeholders, including the 
Government of Jordan, the labor movement (locally, regionally and internationally), 
employers (both the employers' association and participating factories themselves)?  How 
has it changed since the project’s mid-point? 

13. Has the extension of the coverage of the Collective Bargaining Agreement to include 
migrant workers changed the dynamics of workers’ participation in any noticeable way? 

14. What steps has the project taken since the mid-term evaluation to more effectively 
leverage the Project Advisory Committee (PAC) as a tripartite mechanism for providing 
guidance and advancing progress on project objectives?  

15. What is the nature of buyers' engagement in BWJ and how has it changed since the mid-
term evaluation? Has the project followed-up on recommendations to engage and 
communicate with prospective and existing buyers in a more effective manner?  Has 
Jordan gained new buyers or increased orders because of improved compliance in the 
factories?  

16. In light of the possibility that BWJ will support other exporting industrial sectors to EU, 
based on Relaxing Roles of Origin agreement between EU and Jordan, what implications 
are these developments likely to have on the impact on other sectors beyond garment, and 
what is the program role in building the capacity of the national stakeholders? 
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17. What are the key elements that the project developed during this time that could be 
sustained beyond the life and the context of the project (e.g. team capacity transferable to 
the MOL, factory compliance improvements transferable to other factories and business 
association, etc.)?  

18. Has a sustainability strategy been developed?  If so, what were the results?  If not, what is 
the status?  Is a sustainability plan being pursued to facilitate the transition to the exit of 
the BW program in a proactive manner? 

Evaluation Management and Support 

Dan O’Brien will serve as the evaluator for this evaluation. Dan is a private sector and labor 
expert with substantial experience providing technical assistance to and evaluating employer-
based labor projects. Dan conducted the mid-term evaluation and final evaluations of Better 
Work programs in Nicaragua, Lesotho, Bangladesh, and Haiti. He also backstopped the 
evaluations of the Better Work programs in Vietnam and Cambodia.  

O’Brien and Associates will provide logistical, and administrative support to the evaluator, 
including travel arrangements and all materials needed to provide the deliverables specified in 
the Terms of Reference. O’Brien and Associates International will also be responsible for 
providing technical oversight necessary to ensure consistency of methods and technical 
standards. 

Roles and Responsibilities 

The Evaluator is responsible for conducting the evaluation according to the terms of reference 
(TOR).  He will: 

! Finalize and submit the TOR 

! Review project background documents 

! Review the evaluation questions and refine the questions, as necessary 

! Develop and implement an evaluation methodology (i.e., surveys, conduct interviews, 
review documents) to answer the evaluation questions, including a detailed discussion of 
constraints generated by the retrospective nature of this evaluation methodology and data 
collection and how those constraints could be avoided in future projects 

! Conduct planning meetings/calls, as necessary, with USDOL and ILO   

! Decide composition of field visit interviews to ensure objectivity of the evaluation 

! Present verbally preliminary findings to project field staff and other stakeholders as 
determined in consultation with USDOL and the ILO 
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! Prepare an initial drafts (48 hour and 2 week reviews) of the evaluation report and share 
with USDOL and ILO 

! Prepare and submit final report 

USDOL is responsible for: 

! Drafting the initial TOR 

! Reviewing CV of the proposed Evaluator 

! Providing project background documents to the Evaluator (responsibility is shared with 
ILO) 

! Obtaining country clearance 

! Briefing ILO on upcoming visit and work with them to ensure coordination and 
preparation for evaluator 

! Reviewing and providing comments of the draft evaluation report  

! Approving the final draft of the evaluation report 

! Participating in the post-trip debriefing  

! Including USDOL evaluation contract COR on all communication with evaluator(s)  

ILO is responsible for: 

! Reviewing the TOR, providing input, as necessary, directly to the evaluator, and agreeing 
on final draft 

! Providing project background materials to the evaluator 

! Preparing a list of recommended interviewees  

! Scheduling meetings for field visit and coordinating in-country logistical arrangements 

! Reviewing and providing comments on the draft evaluation reports 

! Organizing and participating in the stakeholder debrief 

! Including USDOL program office on all communication with evaluator 

Evaluation Methodology 
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Performance shall be assessed in terms of six criteria: relevance and strategic fit; validity of 
project design; project progress and effectiveness; efficiency of resource use; impact orientation 
and sustainability of the project; and effectiveness of management arrangements. 

The evaluation shall draw on six methods: 1) review of documents, 2) review of operating and 
financial data, 3) interviews with key informants, 4) field visits, 5) a stakeholder debrief before 
leaving Amman, and 6) a post-trip conference calls.     

Document Review: The evaluator will review the following documents before conducting any 
interviews or trips in the region.   

! The project document 

! Cooperative agreement 

! Technical progress reports and comments 

! Reports on specific project activities 

! Training materials  

! Trip reports, field visits, meetings, needs assessments and other reports 

! Strategic framework, PMP, and performance indicators 

! Work plans and budgets 

! Any other relevant documents 

! Interviews with key informants: Interviews are to be conducted with key program 
stakeholders (by phone or in-person) including (but not limited to): 

o USDOL project management team 

o ILO BW team in Geneva 

o BWJ country team including enterprise advisors 

o Government counterparts 

o Free Trade Zone Commission 

o Factory representatives (a sample of 8-10 factories) 

o Trade union representatives 

o Participating factory managers 

o Project Advisory Committee (PAC) 
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o PICC members 

o World Bank representatives in Jordan (if available) 

o ILO ACTRAV and ACTEMP representatives (regional if possible) 

o International buyer representatives including individual brands 

Fieldwork in Jordan: The evaluator will meet the BWJ director and country team to discuss the 
purpose and logistics of the evaluation. In addition, BWJ will assist the evaluator schedule 
interviews with the list of key informants listed above.  

In addition to interviewing the various representatives, the evaluator will interview the PAC 
members both individually and as a committee. He will also interview the trade union 
representatives separately. The evaluator will work with BWJ management to develop a list of 
criteria that will be used to select a non-random sample of 8-10 factories to interview. Interviews 
with the ILO BWJ point person and the NORMES, ACTRAV and ACTEMP representatives will 
be conducted by telephone once the fieldwork is completed. Telephone interviews with 
participating brand representatives will also be conducted once fieldwork in completed. 

The exact itinerary will be determined based on scheduling and availability of interviewees.  
Meetings will be scheduled in advance of the field visit by the project staff, coordinated by the 
designated project staff, in accordance with the evaluator’s requests and consistent with these 
terms of reference. The evaluator should conduct interviews with beneficiaries and stakeholders 
without the participation of any project staff. 

Stakeholder debriefings: Before departure from Jordan, the evaluator will conduct a debriefing 
meeting with project staff to discuss initial findings of the evaluation. 

Post Trip Debriefings: Upon return from Jordan, the evaluator will provide a post-trip debrief by 
phone to relevant USDOL and ILO staff to share initial findings and seek any clarifying 
guidance needed to prepare the report. Upon completion of the report, the evaluator will provide 
a debriefing to relevant USDOL and ILO on the evaluation findings, conclusions, and 
recommendations, as well as any association limitations to the evaluation methodology and on 
the evaluation process in general.  

Ethical Considerations: The evaluator will observe utmost confidentiality related to sensitive 
information and feedback elicited during the individual and group interviews. To mitigate bias 
during the data collection process and ensure a maximum freedom of expression of the 
implementing partners, stakeholders, communities, and beneficiaries, implementing partner staff 
will generally not be present during interviews. However, implementing partner staff may 
accompany the evaluator to make introductions whenever necessary, to facilitate the evaluation 
process, make respondents feel comfortable, and to allow the evaluator to observe the interaction 
between the implementing partner staff and the interviewees.  

Limitations: The scope of the evaluation specifies two weeks of fieldwork, which is not enough 
time to visit all of the project sites to undertake data collection activities. As a result, the 
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evaluator will not be able to consider all sites when formulating his findings. All efforts will be 
made to ensure that the evaluator is visiting a representative sample of sites, including some that 
have performed well and some that have experienced challenges. 

 This is not a formal impact assessment. Findings for the evaluation will be based on information 
collected from background documents and in interviews with stakeholders, project staff, and 
beneficiaries. The accuracy of the evaluation findings will be determined by the integrity of 
information provided to the evaluator from these sources and the ability of the latter to 
triangulate this information. 

 Furthermore, the ability of the evaluator to determine efficiency will be limited by the amount of 
financial data available. A cost-efficiency analysis is not included because it would require 
impact data, which is not available. 

Evaluation Milestones and Timeline 

Activity Date Products/Comments 
USDOL pre-trip calls Jul 27 NA 
Prepare and submit final TOR Aug 10 Final TOR 
Doc reviews, methodology, data collection instruments Aug 8-23 -Final evaluation 

questions 
-Methodology section 
-Instruments 

Fieldwork Jordan including debrief meeting Aug 28 – Sep 
10 

Debrief presentation 

USDOL and ILO debrief calls Sep 14 NA 
Analysis and report writing Sep 12-30 Draft Report 
Send first draft report for 48 hour review Oct 5 Draft Report 1 
Revise and send second draft report for 2 week review Oct 7 Draft Report 2 
Finalize and send final report Oct 26 Final Report 

* These dates depend on when USDOL and ILO provide comments to evaluator 

Deliverables and Deliverable Schedule 

A. Finalized TOR with USDOL and ILO consensus, August 5, 2016 

B. Method to be used during field visit, including itinerary, Aug 5, 2016 

C. Debriefing meeting/presentations, September 10, 2016 

D. USDOL and ILO debrief calls, September 14, 2016 

E. Draft Report 1 to USDOL and ILO October 5, 2016 (48-hour review)  

F. Draft Report 2 to USDOL and ILO by October 7, 2016 (2 week review)* 
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H. Final Report to USDOL and ILO by October 26, 2016 * 

 

* These dates depend on when USDOL and ILO provide comments to evaluator 

Evaluation Report 

The evaluator will complete a draft report of the evaluation following the outline below and will 
share it with the USDOL and the ILO for an initial 48-hour review. Once the evaluator receives 
comments, he will make the necessary changes and submit a revised report. USDOL and the ILO 
will have two weeks (ten business days) to provide comments on the revised draft report. The 
evaluator will produce a re-draft incorporating the USDOL and ILO comments where 
appropriate, and provide a final version within three days of having received final comments. 

The final version of the report will follow the format below (page lengths by section illustrative 
only) and be no more than 30 pages in length, excluding the annexes: 

Report 

! Title page (1) 

! Table of Contents (1) 

! Acronyms (1) 

! Executive Summary (5) 

! Background and Project Description (1-2) 

! Purpose of Evaluation (2) 

! Evaluation Methodology (1)40 

! Findings, Conclusions, and Recommendations  (no more than 20 pages) 

! This section should be organized around the TOR key issues and include findings, 
conclusions and recommendations for each.  

! Annexes 

o Terms of reference 

o Strategic framework 

                                                
40 This section should include a discussion of how future projects of this nature could be implemented to allow for evaluation 
methods that can more confidently assert causal impacts. 
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o Project PMP and data table 

o List of meetings and interviews 

o Any other relevant documents  
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Annex B: Master List of Interview Questions 

Below is the general interview guide that was modified and used for the specific interviews with 
stakeholders.  

1) What do you think are the strengths and weaknesses of the Better Work approach and 
methodology? 

2) Do you think the Better Work compliance assessment report accurately reflect non-
compliance issues in the factories? 

3) Do you think Better Work Jordan is adequately staffed? Do you think the Economic 
Advisors are competent?  

4) Do you think non-compliance has improved? Please give examples of improvements. 
What other impacts has the Better Work program had on factories, workers, and the 
garment sector? 

5) Do you think the Better Work advisory services and training are effective? Please 
explain. 

6) How do you think the Better Work program might be sustained once donor funding ends? 

7) What do you think are the major lessons learned to date? 

8) What do you think Better Work could or should do to improve the services it provides? 
What adjustments or modifications in its approach might be made? 
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Annex C: List of Documents Reviewed 

1. Better Work Jordan Scope of Work 
2. Performance Monitoring Plan 
3. Technical Progress Reports (2014-2016) 
4. Project Budget 
5. 2015-2017 Collective Bargaining Agreement 
6. Standard Contract for Migrant Workers in the Garment Sector 
7. Jordan Ministry of Labor-Better Work Jordan Human Right Violation Protocol, July 20, 

2010 
8. Final Independent Evaluation of Phase I, Al Jidara, September 13, 2013 
9. Better Work Jordan Stage II Evaluation Report, Nexus Associates Inc., February 23, 

2012 
10. Cooperative Agreements 
11. Management Program Guidelines 2010 
12. Management & Procedures Guidelines 2013 for OTLA CAs 
13. BWJ Annual Compliance Synthesis Reports (2009-2015) 
14. Progress and potential: How Better Work is improving garment workers’ lives and 

boosting factory competitiveness: A summary of an independent assessment of the Better 
Work program/International Labour Office. Geneva: ILO, 2016 

15. Better Work: Study to Determine Pricing for Labor Monitoring, Advisory, and Training 
Services; Country assessment for Better Work Jordan, Dalberg-EMC, November 11, 
2014 

16. Sustainability Plan for Better Work Jordan, Al Jidara, March 24, 2013 
17. Better Work Jordan: garment industry baseline report: worker perspectives from the 

factory and beyond /International Labour Office. - Geneva: ILO, 2013 
18. Progress and Potential: How Better Work is improving garment workers’ lives and 

boosting factory competitiveness, International Labour Office, Geneva: ILO, 2016 
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Annex D: List of Persons Interviewed 

This page has been left intentionally blank in accordance with Federal Information Security 
Management Act (FISMA) of 2002, Public Law 107-347. 
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Annex E: Average Non-Compliance Rates for ILS and NLL 

 
Average Non-Compliance Rates for ILS 

 

 

Average Non-Compliance Rates for NLL 
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